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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

SURFACE MODIFICATION OF CARBON-BASED ELECTRODES FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL CONVERSION PROCESSES: OXYGEN REDUCTION REACTION AND BICARBONATE CONVERSION

Oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and conversion of bicarbonate into value-added chemicals are two significant electrochemical processes for energy storage and conversion. ORR is an important electrochemical reaction in fuel cells and metal-air batteries that provide power conversion and storage capacity, respectively, for portable electronics, and electric vehicles. However, the performance of catalysts (e.g., platinum-based) is critically limited by slow kinetics, inefficient four-electron pathway, and surface deactivation. This limited performance of platinum-based catalysts, the scarcity of platinum, and vulnerable supply chains for critical minerals require the development of alternative electrocatalysts now more than ever.

Carbon-based materials possess several key properties that are beneficial for catalytic applications such as high electrical conductivity, large surface area, inert electrode surface, and low cost. The catalytic activity of carbon-based electrodes can be promoted by tailoring the surface and structure through the incorporation of heteroatom dopants. Chapters 2 and 3 in this dissertation focus on the synthesis of electrocatalysts and their surface modification to achieve effective ORR performance in alkaline media. Chapter 2 narrates ORR performance of nitrogen (N) and boron (B) co-doped carbon nano onions (CNOs). In this work, annealing temperature was found to be a crucial factor in the synergistic benefit of N and B towards ORR. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman analysis, and high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy were conducted to elucidate the role of N-B configurations in promoting ORR activity. Chapter 3 focuses on copper nanoparticles supported by nitrogen-doped CNOs. This chapter discusses the impacts of nitrogen heteroatom and copper nanoparticles on ORR performance.

In chapter 4, electrocatalytic carbon dioxide (CO₂) reduction (CO2RR) in a membrane electrode assembly was investigated. Atmospheric CO₂ has significantly increased in the last two decades. Since CO₂ is a primary greenhouse gas emitted on earth, it is imperative to suppress the concentration of emitted CO₂. While the regulation of CO₂ emissions is critical, CO₂ capture and storage (CCS), and biological, chemical, and electrochemical conversions are promising approaches to reduce atmospheric CO₂
concentration. In electrochemical conversion, a common method employs the feed of high-purity compressed CO\textsubscript{2} gas into an electrolyzer. This method, however, is not economically viable because it requires the release and/or pressurization of CO\textsubscript{2} from captured CO\textsubscript{2} solution, which is energy-intensive. To resolve this issue, aqueous carbonate/bicarbonate (CO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{2-}/HCO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-}) transported from the upstream carbon capture process can be directly fed into an electrolyzer. We demonstrated that a cation exchange membrane coated with a thin copper film can efficiently convert bicarbonate to C1-C2 products such as formic acid and acetic acid. Both liquid and gas products were quantified by using proton nuclear magnetic resonance (H\textsubscript{1} NMR) and gas chromatography, respectively.

The studies herein highlight the importance of structural modification of catalysts, surface chemistry, and membrane-electrode interface to improve the efficiency and selectivity of ORR and CO\textsubscript{2}RR processes.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Background

In modern society, energy production is heavily based on burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas. As a consequence, limited supply of fossil fuels and human-induced climate change are the biggest challenges confronting everyone today.\(^1\) Among the various sources for human-induced greenhouse gases (GHG), transportation is the largest contributor. Figure 1.1 depicts that 29% of total GHG released in the United States in 2019 was due to transportation.\(^2\)

![Figure 1.1 Transportation emissions of the United State.\(^2\) (From U.S transportation sector greenhouse gas emissions 1990-2019. EPA, Ed. 2021).](image)

Various research efforts have been carried out to mitigate the effects of GHG and the subsequent environmental impact. The current rate of non-renewable energy source depletion endangers economic and environmental sustainability. To address the global energy crisis and climate change, there is a strong demand for environmentally sustainable renewable energy systems such as fuel cells and electrolyzers. Figure 1.2
illustrates the trend in energy consumption towards renewable energy sources in the future. Special efforts have been devoted to increase renewable energy contributions.

Figure 1.2  Global energy consumption by energy source (2010-2050). (From Javaid, U.; Iqbal, J.; Mehmood, A.; Uppal, A. A., Performance improvement in polymer electrolytic membrane fuel cell based on nonlinear control strategies—A comprehensive study. *PLOS ONE* 2022, 17 (2))

Electrochemical oxygen reduction and carbon dioxide reduction (CO2RR) are becoming significantly important in achieving future energy goals. These reactions occur at the gas diffusion electrodes of fuel cells and CO2 electrolyzer, respectively. However, their catalytic activity, long-term stability, and product selectivity have remained challenging. Responding to those challenges requires appropriate catalysts. Electrocatalysis is thus an important aspect in determining the future directions of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and CO2RR research.
1.2 Electro catalysis

A catalyst is a chemical substance that can boost the rate of a chemical reaction without being consumed. This concept was introduced by the Swedish chemist Jöns Jacob Nerzelius in 1835. Figure 1.3 depicts the effect of a catalyst in a hypothetical exothermic reaction. Electrocatalysis which is a special case of heterogenous catalysis, involves redox reactions by transforming electrons across the interface between electrode and electrolyte.

![Figure 1.3 Effect of catalyst on potential energy profile.](From Sinar Mashuri, S. I.; Ibrahim, M. L.; Kasim, M. F.; Mastuli, M. S.; Rashid, U.; Abdullah, A. H.; Islam, A.; Asikin Mijan, N.; Tan, Y. H.; Mansir, N.; Mohd Kaus, N. H.; Yun Hin, T.-Y., Photocatalysis for Organic Wastewater Treatment: From the Basis to Current Challenges for Society. *Catalysts* 2020, 10 (11), 1260).
1.2.1 Sabatier principle for electrocatalysis

In the early 1900s, French chemist Paul Sabatier introduced the concept of volcano-shaped dependance to identify the optimum catalyst. Based on this principle, the best catalyst should bind atoms or molecules with an intermediate strength: neither too weak nor too strong. Figure 1.4 is the representation of the Sabatier principal volcano plot for the reaction of two molecules that occurs on the catalyst surface. As shown in this representation, the reaction rate is either limited by weakly bound intermediates or strongly bound intermediates.

Figure 1.4  (a) Schematic representation of the qualitative Sabatier principle  (b) Illustration of the reaction of two molecules (green and orange balls) and its steps. (From Sebastián-Pascual, P.; Jordão Pereira, I.; Escudero-Escribano, M., Tailored electrocatalysts by controlled electrochemical deposition and surface nanostructuring. Chemical Communications 2020, 56 (87), 13261-13272).
1.3 Electrochemical reactions

Typically, electrochemical reactions comprise two half-reactions, i.e., cathodic and anodic reactions. These reactions occur in an electrochemical cell, which includes cathode, anode, electrolyte, semi-permeable membrane, and an external circuit that allows the transfer of electrons through it. The electrochemical cell is also a redox system. The rate of electron transfer between electrode and redox species is determined by the potential energy gradient across the interface between electrode and electrolyte. A general electrochemical reaction involving mass transport and electron transfer is shown in Figure 1.5.

![Figure 1.5 A pathway of the general electrode reactions](image)

Figure 1.5 A pathway of the general electrode reactions. (Brownson, D. A. C.; Banks, C. E., Introduction to Graphene. In The Handbook of Graphene Electrochemistry, 2014; pp 1-22).

The cell operates either spontaneously (batteries, fuel cells) or to induce non-spontaneous transformations (electrolysis). As the electrochemical reaction continues,
there is an inherent connection between the thermodynamics and the kinetics of the electrochemical system. Thermodynamics and kinetics determine the feasibility of the reaction and its mechanism.

1.3.1 Thermodynamics and potentials of the cells

In thermodynamic aspect, the reaction Gibbs free energy difference ($\Delta G$) is considered. This is associated with the direction of the net reaction. If $\Delta G < 0$, the forward reaction is thermodynamically favored and the reaction occurs spontaneously. $\Delta G > 0$ indicates that the forward reaction is non-spontaneous which requires the supply of energy to enforce the reaction. The equation of half-reaction for an Ox/Red couple is given below.\(^{13}\)

$$\text{Red} \rightleftharpoons \text{Ox} + ne^- \quad \text{Equation 1.1}$$

where Ox is the oxidant, i.e., the form that can gain electrons, Red is the reductant, i.e., the form that can donate electrons. The Gibbs free energy change ($\Delta G^\circ$) is related to the standard cell potential of the reaction ($E^\circ$) as shown below.\(^{13}\)

$$\Delta G^\circ = -nFE^\circ \quad \text{Equation 1.2}$$

where $n$ is the number of electrons that passed through the electrochemical cell, and $F$ is the charge on a mole of electrons, which is about 96,500 C.

Table 1.1 shows the $\Delta G^\circ$ for some electrochemical reductions in an aqueous electrolyte. The conversion of oxygen gas into water is a spontaneous reaction because $\Delta G^\circ$ is negative. On the other hand, CO$_2$ reduction is thermodynamically not favorable.
Moreover, in a Galvanic cell, reactions occur spontaneously at the electrode when they are externally connected by a conductor.\textsuperscript{12} On the other hand, electrolytic cell is in which reactions occur non-spontaneously therefore, it is required to supply external voltage. Therefore, fuel cells are regarded as the Galvanic cell while the CO\textsubscript{2} reduction is the electrolytic cell.

Table 1.1 Electrochemical Reactions and Corresponding $\Delta G^\circ$ in an aqueous solution.\textsuperscript{14,15}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduction reaction</th>
<th>$E^\circ$ (V) vs SHE</th>
<th>$\Delta G^\circ$ (kJ mol\textsuperscript{-1})\textsuperscript{a}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{H}^+ + 2e \rightarrow \text{H}_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4e \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>-474.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{O}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 4e \rightarrow 2\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-129.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2e \rightarrow \text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}^+ + 2e \rightarrow \text{HCOOH}$</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $^a$Gibbs free energy of the reaction for a mole of O\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2} at 298 K, 1 atm, in 1M solution.

1.3.2 Kinetics of the reactions

Reaction kinetics are important for determining the reaction rate. Kinetics related to the faradaic current and the overpotential ($\eta$). Oxidation or reduction reaction generates the Faraday current, and the magnitude of the Faraday current is governed by the Faraday’s law.\textsuperscript{13} In a given electrochemical reaction, the overpotential ($\eta$) means the electrode potential difference between the applied potential ($E$) and equilibrium potential (thermodynamic potential) ($E_e$) to drive a certain current in the electrochemical cell.\textsuperscript{16}
The overpotential is determined by three factors.\(^{17}\)

1. Activation overpotential \(\eta_a\) – this originates from the activation energy of the electrochemical redox reactions.

2. Concentration overpotential \(\eta_c\) – this arises due to the mass transport (charge carriers) limitations from the bulk to the electrode surface.

3. Ohmic loss \(\eta_o\) – this is also known as IR drop which originates due to electrolyte and external electrical contacts. (Note: \(I\) – current, \(R\)-resistance, \(IR\) – voltage)

In an electrochemical cell, minimization of \(\eta_c\) and \(\eta_o\) is a technical problem. When \(\eta_c\) and \(\eta_o\) are negligible, therefore, the main purpose of electrocatalysis is to find a better electrode material to ensure that \(\eta_a\) is minimum. In this situation, the following relationship between current \((i)\) and activation overpotential can be derived. This equation is often referred to as the Butler-Volmer (B-V) equation in electrochemistry.\(^{18}\)

\[
i = i_0 \left\{ e^{-(\alpha)\eta_a/RT} - e^{(1-\alpha)\eta_a/RT} \right\}
\]

Equation 1.4

where \(\alpha\) is transfer coefficient, \(i_0\) is exchange current density which is an indication of electron transfer rate at equilibrium potential. “Clearly, the larger the \(i_0\) for a given \(\alpha\), the lower is the overpotential required to maintain a certain current density, therefore the better the catalyst.”\(^{16}\) The first and second exponential terms correspond to reduction and oxidation, respectively. \(i\) is a net current when both reduction and oxidation occur.
When the reduction dominates in the electrochemical process, the following linear relationship is taken.

\[
i = i_o e^{-\frac{(\alpha)F\eta a}{RT}}
\]

Equation 1.5

\[
\log|i_c| = -\left(\frac{(\alpha)F}{RT}\right)\eta a + \log(i_o)
\]

Equation 1.6

The B-V equation agrees with the Tafel equation when either the cathodic or anodic term dominates.\(^{19}\) When the electrochemical system moves further from its equilibrium, typically for highly irreversible reactions (very low exchange current density) and for large \(\eta\) (i.e., \(|\eta| \geq 50 \text{ mV}\)), the B-V equation is re-arranged to obtain the Tafel equation below.

\[
\eta = a + b \log i
\]

Equation 1.7

where 
\[
a = \frac{2.3RT}{\alpha F} \log i_o \\
b = \frac{2.3RT}{\alpha F}
\]

In the Tafel equation, \(b\) is the slope which allows determines \(\alpha\), and the interpolation of the linear segment to \(\eta = 0\), which is the equilibrium potential, gives \(i_o\). Consequently, The Tafel equation is useful to assess the kinetic parameters of the catalyst.

1.3.3 Effects of mass transfer

In an electrochemical reaction, it is necessary to have sufficient reagents in close proximity to electrode interface to facilitate continuous charge transfer. Therefore, mass
transport of redox species in and out of the interface is an important factor to proceed an electrochemical reaction. Figure 1.6 illustrates three modes of mass transport including diffusion, convection, and migration.\textsuperscript{13, 20} However, in an electrochemical cell, diffusion is the most dominant mass transport mode.\textsuperscript{21} Diffusion occurs due to the concentration gradient, which is the driving force to transport materials form the electrode surface to the bulk solution and vice versa.

![Modes of mass transfer](image)

Figure 1.6 Modes of mass transfer.\textsuperscript{20} (From Perez, N., Mass Transport by Diffusion and Migration. Springer International Publishing: 2016; pp 151-197).

The above-mentioned B-V equation was derived assuming that the effect of mass transport was negligible. When a reaction is “forced” to progress at high rates by applying a high overpotential, the B-V equation predicts that the current will increase exponentially as a function of \( \eta \).\textsuperscript{6} However, there is always a limit to the achievable reaction rate where the “limiting current” originates due to the mass transport limitation.
\[ j_{lim} = \frac{FD_A[A]}{\delta} \]

Equation 1.8

where \( j_{lim} \) is the limiting current density, \( D_A \) the diffusion coefficient of the reactants, \( [A] \) its concentration, and \( \delta \) the diffusion layer thickness. The diffusion layer is the layer of electrolyte where the concentration of reactant differs from the bulk solution. The \( \delta \) depends on the hydrodynamics of the solution and the electrode shape. Mostly, kinetics and diffusion together contribute to the reaction rate. Mostly, kinetics and diffusion together contribute to the reaction rate. Experimentally, the mass transport to electrode surface can be enhanced by enforcing convectional flow of electrolyte. One common way is to employ a rotating-ring-disk-electrode (RRDE).

1.4 Importance of ORR in fuel cells

Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) and metal-air batteries (MAB) are considered as next generation energy devices for clean power generation. ORR is a critical process in both devices. These devices are regarded as pollution-free devices with high energy densities. PEMFCs is a two-electrode system (cathode and anode) which converts chemical energy of hydrogen directly and efficiently into electrical energy, heat, and water as a byproduct.\(^{22}\) FC require the continuous feeding of \( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) to support their chemical reactions, while in MAB, chemical energy usually comes from ORR with metal ions or oxides.\(^{23}\) In these electrochemical processes, ORR occurs at the cathode, where \( \text{O}_2 \) molecules are reduced by electrons. To undergo this reaction, the \( \text{O} = \text{O} \) bond must break electrochemically, which is difficult because the \( \text{O}_2 \) molecule has a strong binding energy (486 kJ/mol).\(^{24}\) Therefore, it is necessary to use an appropriate electrocatalyst to reduce the barriers of bond activation and cleavage.
1.4.1 Platinum-based ORR electrocatalysts

Various electrocatalysts have been reported for ORR in literature. Among those, platinum supported on carbon support (Pt/C) is the state-of-the-art catalyst for ORR because of its high current density and low overpotential.\(^{25}\) Pt/C drives ORR through a direct four electron pathway (Equation 1.10), while an indirect process (Equation 1.11 and 1.12) occurs on glassy carbon electrode.\(^{15, 26, 27}\) Both pathways undergo in acidic and alkaline media. In the alkaline medium, the proton (H\(^+\)) source is water (H\(_2\)O) as shown below.

\[ O_2 \rightarrow O_{2,ads} \quad \text{Equation 1.9} \]

Direct pathway

\[ O_{2,ads} + 4e + 2H_2O \rightarrow 4OH^- \quad \text{Equation 1.10} \]

In direct pathway

\[ O_{2,ads} + 2e + 2H_2O \rightarrow (HO_2^-)_{ads} + OH^- \quad \text{Equation 1.11} \]

\[ (HO_2^-)_{ads} + 2e + H_2O \rightarrow 3OH^- \quad \text{Equation 1.12} \]

In PEMFCs that run in acidic condition, ORR occurs at the cathode (Equation 1.13), while hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) takes place at the anode (Equation 1.14).

Cathode (reduction)

\[ O_2(g) + 4H^+_{(aq)} + 4e^- \rightarrow 2H_2O(l); \quad E_c^o = 1.229 \text{ V vs SHE} \quad \text{Equation 1.13} \]

Anode (oxidation)

\[ H_2(g) \rightarrow 2H^+_{(aq)} + 2e^-; \quad E_a^o = 0 \text{ V} \quad \text{Equation 1.14} \]
Overall reaction: \(2H_{2(g)} + O_{2(g)} \rightarrow 2H_2O(l); \quad E^\circ_{cell} = 1.229 \, V\)  

Equation 1.15

The 4-electron and 2-electron ORR selectivity are governed by the competitive reactions given in Equation 1.16 and 1.17.

\[*OOH + (H^+ + e^-) \rightarrow *O + H_2O\]  

Equation 1.16

\[*OOH + (H^+ + e^-) \rightarrow H_2O_2\]  

Equation 1.17

For the 4-electron pathway (Equation 1.16), the O-O bond in the intermediate *OOH should be broken, and a catalyst with the capability to adsorb *O rather than OOH is required. For the 2-electron pathway (Equation 1.17), the *OOH intermediate O-O bond needs to be preserved, and a catalyst that promotes *OOH adsorption is necessary. This is an important aspect to design to understand the fundamentals of ORR catalysis in terms of reaction mechanism and intermediates.

Apart from catalyst materials, the overall energy efficiency of PEMFCs is governed by the favorable kinetics of ORR and HOR at the cathode and anode, respectively. In general, ORR is considered as the limiting factor in overall performance of PEMFC due to the unfavorable kinetics of the four-electron pathway.\(^{28}\) However, due to the sluggish kinetics of ORR, it requires a higher Pt/C catalyst loading to achieve excellent performance. Moreover, Pt/C suffers from several drawbacks including fuel crossover, carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning, Pt Ostwald ripening,\(^{29}\) Pt dissolution/detachment, high cost, and durability.\(^{30}\) Thus, the improvement of Pt based catalysts and the development of their alternatives have become the central issue in PEMFCs.
1.4.2 Heteroatom doped carbon materials

Recently, there has been considerable interests in the approaches that incorporate single dopants such as nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), phosphorus (P), boron (B) and dual heteroatoms into carbon nanostructure, to create defects and abundant active sites for ORR.\textsuperscript{31, 32} Dai’s et al. reported nitrogen doped carbon-based materials for the first time as a promising candidate for ORR because these materials possess high surface area, good conductivity, tunable morphology, and economic viability.\textsuperscript{33} Incorporating electronegative nitrogen (N) atoms into carbon nanotubes creates a relatively high positive charge density on the carbon atom next to N, which change the adsorption mode of O\textsubscript{2} to facilitate ORR.\textsuperscript{34} Figure 1.7 shows typical N configurations in N-doped carbon and their X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) binding energies.\textsuperscript{35} Thereafter, graphene-based N-doped materials were reported to be effective electrocatalysts for ORR in alkaline fuel cells. These catalysts had a promising catalytic activity, stability, tolerance to methanol, after much effort was devoted to synthesizing carbon materials from heteroatoms.
Over the past few years, a lot of efforts have been made to further improve catalytic performance of N-doped carbon materials by co-doping. Among those, N and B co-doping has been given considerable attention due to their synergistic effect on the ORR activity. Qiao et al. studied a higher activity for graphene doped with B- and N because the B and C atoms bound to N dopants act as the active sites, respectively. However, there are limited studies for doping conditions such as temperature, pressure, and composition of each precursor. Jin et al. reported that the B and N configurations can be easily adjusted to obtain dominant active sites with a proper mass ratio range by
changing the synthesis temperature. Therefore, it is imperative to bridge the gap in the knowledge of how synthesis temperature influences the doping and electrochemical performance of electrocatalysts for ORR.

1.4.3 Relevance of CO$_2$ capturing and energy conversion

Climate models call for a huge demand for zero GHG emissions by the year 2050 to slow down the rate of rapidly increasing global temperature. However, the processes of CO$_2$ capture and utilization (CO$_2$ conversion and product separation) require a substantial energy input. Thus, it is difficult to minimize the energy needed at all of the above stages. There are many designs that have been constructed and suited to perform both CO2 capture and transformation.

Most research employs experimental set-ups that utilize pressurized, gaseous CO$_2$ as a chemical feedstock that is fed into CO$_2$ electrolyzer for the conversion into products. Very few studies were reported on the integration of CO$_2$ capture with the conversion process. In these studies, (1) gaseous CO$_2$ is dissolved into an adsorber that is a basic solution to obtain bicarbonate or carbonate, and (2) bicarbonate/carbonate is electrochemically converted to syngas, formate, or other valuable fuels and chemicals. Figure 1.8 showed the various prototype systems to illustrate CO$_2$ capture, concentrated into either pressurized gas or valuable products.
In the bicarbonate conversion process the following reactions are predicted at the membrane, anode, and cathode.

At the membrane and catalyst:  \( \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{H}^+ = \text{CO}_2 \)  \[ \text{Equation 1.18} \]

At cathode reaction (reduction)

\[
\text{CO}_2(aq) + 2\text{H}^+_{(aq)} + 2e^- \rightarrow \text{products} + \text{H}_2\text{O}_{(l)}
\]

\[ \text{Equation 1.19} \]
At anode reaction (oxidation)

\[ \frac{1}{2} O_2(g) + 2H^+_{(aq)} + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2O(l) \]  
Equation 1.20

Overall reaction: \( CO_2(aq) \rightarrow Products + \frac{1}{2}O_2(g) \)  
Equation 1.21

This approach is still new and there is ample room for development in terms of catalyst, membrane and electrolyzers. So, it is better to study this new approach to understand challenges and outcomes.

1.5 Organization of this dissertation

In electrocatalysis, activity, selectivity, and durability are recognized as important metrics to determine the performance of an optimum catalyst. In comparison with precious metal-based catalysts, heteroatom doped, or heteroatom supported non-noble metal catalysts offer unique advantages for ORR and CO2RR. However, there is still room for the improvement of these catalysts. Therefore, electrochemical reactors and electrodes should be continuously developed for achieving high current densities and activities relevant for industrial applications. Among various electrode materials, carbon-based materials have shown extensive potential for electrocatalytic ORR and CO2RR. To promote electrocatalytic activity of carbon-based catalysts, modulating electroneutrality of carbon atoms with promoted spin and charge densities is required.

This dissertation focuses on developing facile and versatile methods to synthesize heteroatom doped carbon-based catalysts with promising performance for ORR. Furthermore, the dissertation aims to study electrolysis reactors and electrodes for bicarbonate conversion into valuable products. Heteroatom doped metal-free catalysts
are suitable because of their superior electrochemical performance, cost effectiveness, and stability in working in electrochemical conditions. The aim of introducing heteroatoms to carbon-based materials is to break the electroneutrality of the carbon support and boost the extent of defects and active sites. Also, different heteroatom combinations acquire different amounts of spin and charge densities to enhance the catalytic performance.

Chapter 2 of this dissertation investigates the impact on doping temperature to synthesize nitrogen (N) and boron (B) doped carbon nano-onions (NB-CNOs) catalysts and their performance for ORR. Furthermore, the catalyst microstructure was examined using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Raman spectroscopy. To visualize the chemical structure of the active sites, the catalysts were analyzed using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The ORR performance was evaluated using rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE).

In Chapter 3, N-doped CNO (N-CNOs) was used as a support for copper (Cu) nanoparticles. N is the most popular dopant element for carbon-based materials due to its size similar to that of carbon atoms and larger electronegativity than carbon. N-doped carbon materials are typically more electrically conductive and have more active sites. The size and crystallinity of Cu catalysts were analyzed by X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to detect small Cu nanoparticles (< 3 nm). Contact potential difference (CPD) of the doped and undoped catalysts was probed by Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM). The ORR performance of catalyst was investigated.
Chapter 4 investigates bicarbonate conversion into valuable products and identifies challenges and motivations. Bicarbonate is a product of the alkaline CO$_2$ capturing process. In this fundamental study, customized gas diffusion electrode (GDE) was used to perform electrolysis. Cu coated carbon paper was used as the cathode while platinum supported on carbon was employed as the anode. Both catalyst microstructures were investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and other characterizations. Finally, chapter 5 will be devoted to the future aspects of these studies.
CHAPTER 2. SYNERGISTIC INTERACTION OF EDGE NITROGEN AND BORON DOPANTS IN CARBON NANO ONIONS FOR EFFICIENT OXYGEN REDUCTION REACTION

The author would like to thank Dr. Beth Guiton and Dr. Melonie Thomas for their help with scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis.

2.1 Introduction

Oxygen reduction reaction is a key process in energy conversion and storages, corrosion, and electrochemical biosensing.\textsuperscript{22, 44, 45} For example, fuel cells require fast electron-transfer and 4-electron route of ORR occurring at cathode.\textsuperscript{25, 46} Although platinum (Pt) is still state-of-the-art metal for ORR, Pt-based electrocatalysts pose serious drawbacks including high cost, low availability, and poor long-term stability due to surface deactivation.\textsuperscript{47} In addition to these issues, the recent disruption in global supply chains for critical minerals is increasingly demanding the development of metal-free catalysts.

The incorporation of heteroatom dopants such as N, B, S, or P was recognized as an attractive strategy to boost up catalytic activity of metal-free carbon-based catalysts. This approach generally involves the creation of active sites by placing atoms with dissimilar electronegativity next to carbon atoms.\textsuperscript{33} Recently, this doping approach was extended to incorporate multiple elements for synergistic effects.\textsuperscript{24} For example, co-doped N and S further enhanced ORR activity due to the distribution of spin density and charge density from two dopants.\textsuperscript{48, 49} N and B are another popular pair of co-dopants in generating active sites in carbon by taking advantage of dissimilar electronegativities of N, B, and C.\textsuperscript{45, 50} Compared to C (electronegativity($\chi$) = 2.55), N is more electron-rich ($\chi$
\( \chi = 3.04 \) and B is more electron-deficient \( (\chi = 2.04) \). Boric acid and ammonia are common precursors of N and B, respectively. The incorporation of N and B can be done simultaneously or sequentially.\(^{37, 46}\)

Carbon nano onions are highly defective and disordered, consisting of a hollow core surrounded by concentric graphitic shells.\(^{51}\) Due to surface curvature, strain energy, and large surface area, CNOs demonstrated high chemical reactivity and electrochemical activity.\(^{52}\) Curvature is the consequence of arrangement of six membered and five membered rings, which shifts \( \pi \) electron density towards the outer surface and enhances reactivity.\(^{53}\) Incorporation of N and B into curved, high-strain CNOs through a single-step annealing has potential for an excellent electrochemical performance and long-term stability.\(^{54}\) Yu \textit{et al.} claimed that catalytic performance of N, B co-doped carbon nanotube was controlled by the locations of heteroatoms, i.e., whether two dopants were directly bonded (N-B) or separated (N-C-B).\(^{55}\)

Despite previous studies, the role of N and B dopants and their structure-function relation are not clearly understood. To shed light on the role of N and B dopants in catalytic activity, the locations and chemical configurations of the two dopants should be precisely controlled.\(^{37}\) Also, essential information may be obtained by visualizing heteroatoms using an advanced technique such as high-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (HR-STEM). We recently illustrated the presence of scattered or clustered N and S atoms in N and S- co-doped CNOs using an aberration-corrected STEM.\(^{49}\) In the current study, we employed STEM to identify edge and bulk dopants and to illustrate their impacts on active site formation towards ORR.
Herein, we report the first systemic study on the effects of annealing temperature on the doping level, type, and the location of active site in N, B co-doped CNOs (NB-CNO). The synthesis of NB-CNOs was done by sequential doping. These results provide an insight on the interaction between B and N and how they alter the catalytic activity. Based of XPS, edge N-B clusters are the most active for ORR and these sites have transformed to bulk N-B clusters as temperature increases. Raman analysis confirms the availability of relatively high carrier density in NB-CNO supporting catalytic performance for ORR in alkaline media via 4-electron transfer pathway.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Chemical oxidation of CNOs

Pristine CNOs (p-CNO) were prepared from nanodiamond powders (dynalene NB50, nanostructured and amorphous materials, Inc). Oxidized CNOs (Ox-CNO) were prepared by refluxing CNOs with saturated HNO₃. Typically, 100 mg CNOs were dispersed in the mixture of 50 mL saturated HNO₃ (ACS grade) and 50 mL de-ionized (DI) water in a three-neck flask and sonicated for 15 minutes to prepare a homogenous solution. After that, the mixture was refluxed at 105°C for 4 hours and 30 minutes. Ox-CNOs were washed with DI water until the mixture became neutral. Then, Ox-CNO were dried in an oven at 60 °C overnight.

2.2.2 Synthesis of nitrogen doped CNOs (N-CNO)

N-CNO were prepared by thermally annealing Ox-CNO after mixing with urea (Sigma Aldrich, ACS reagent, 99.0-100.5%). Typically, 100 mg of Ox-CNO were
completely grinded with 500 mg of urea and mounted on a quartz boat. Then, the quartz boat with the mixture was loaded in a tube furnace (Thermo Scientific Lindberg/Blue MTM Mini-Mite™). After evacuating the furnace for 30 minutes, argon gas flew for 30 minutes to remove water and oxygen. Then, the mixture was thermally annealed at 700 °C for 3 hours under argon atmosphere in the furnace. The annealing rate was 3°C/min. During this treatment, urea was decomposed to provide nitrogen containing gaseous products as a source of nitrogen dopant. After the annealing process, the tube furnace was cooled to room temperature under the same condition. Powder taken from the tube furnace after annealing were centrifuged with DI water 2 times to remove any soluble impurities. The purified powder was dried in the oven at 60 °C overnight. This sample is denoted as N-CNO(700) where the number in the parenthesis indicates the annealing temperature used for nitrogen incorporation.

2.2.3 Synthesis of nitrogen (N) and boron (B) co-doped CNOs (NB-CNO)

NB-CNO were prepared by annealing N-CNO(700) in the presence of boric acid, H₃BO₃ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999% trace metals basis) at different temperatures (600°C, 700°C, 800°C, 900°C, and 1000°C). These products were denoted by NB-CNO(X), where X in the parenthesis is the annealing temperature. Prior to the treatment, 100 mg of N-CNO(700) were ground with 500 mg of H₃BO₃ to prepare a fine powder. Then, this powder was transferred to a quartz boat and loaded in the furnace. The temperature was increased to X with a ramp rate of 3 °C/min. Then, the powder mixture was annealed for 3 hours. During the annealing process, H₃BO₃ decomposes to diboron trioxide, B₂O₃(g), to generate boron atoms to replace carbon atoms by interacting with nitrogen dopants in
N-CNO(700). After the treatment, the tube furnace was cooled to room temperature under the same condition. Any B₂O₃ byproduct was removed by washing with boiled DI water followed by ethanol. The purified product was dried in the oven for 24 to 48 hours.

2.3 Material characterization

Raman spectroscopy was performed with a micro-Raman spectrometer (Thermo Scientific DXR). A diode-pumped Nd:YVO₄ laser was used as excitation source at 532 nm excitation (laser power: 5 mW). The elemental composition and the chemical states of Ox-CNO, N-CNO(700), and NB-CNO were probed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, a Thermo Scientific K-alpha X-ray photoelectron spectrometer) with a monochromatic Al Kα radiation. The spot diameter analyzed by XPS was 400 µm. The crystalline structure and phases of all samples were analyzed using BRUKER AXS x-ray spectrometer equipped with Cu tube (1.54 Å) and energy dispersive LYNXEYE (1D mode) detector. STEM sample preparation, characterization, and Fourier filtering process is mentioned elsewhere.⁴⁹

2.4 Electrochemical measurements

2.4.1 Preparation of a rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE)

RRDE was prepared for electrochemical measurements as follows. A glassy carbon disk electrode (geometric area: 0.126 cm²) and a Pt ring electrode were polished with 0.05-micron alumina powder. Then, catalyst (5 mg) and nafion (50 µL, fuel cell store, 5 wt% in ethanol) were mixed in 2.5 ml of DI water and sonicated for 1 hour to prepare homogenous catalyst ink (2 mg/ml). Subsequently, 40 µL of the ink was mounted
on the glassy carbon by drop-casting. Then, the electrode was dried in the oven at 60°C overnight.

2.4.2 Electrochemical performance test

Electrochemical characterization for ORR was performed in 0.1 M KOH (VWR chemicals BDH) under the purge of N₂ gas or O₂ gas with a CHI 760D potentiostate (CH Instruments, USA). KOH electrolyte was purged with either N₂ or O₂ gas for 45 min prior to electrochemical measurements. Ag/AgCl (CH instruments), Pt wire and RRDE served as the reference (RE), counter (CE), and working electrodes (WE), respectively. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) were recorded with the rotation of the RRDE. LSVs were recorded at the potential sweep rate of 5 mV/s. The rotation rate of the electrode varied from 400 rpm to 3600 rpm. In RRDE measurement, LSV and chronoamperometry were simultaneously performed at the disk and the ring, respectively. RRDE was rotated at 1600 rpm for the convectional flow of O₂ and the fixed potential (0.35 V) was applied to the ring. This ring current corresponds to the oxidation of HO₂⁻ formed from ORR at the disk. The percentage of HO₂⁻ was used to calculate the electron transfer number (n) (equations 3 and 4 in the supporting information).

2.5 Results and discussion

NB-CNO was converted from p-CNO through sequential doping of N and B. First, p-CNOs were derived from detonation nanodiamond (ND) by thermal annealing at 1700 °C (Figure 2.1). During this process, sp³-bonded ND particles transformed into sp²-hybridized CNOs. Typically, p-CNO are inert, so direct doping
of heteroatoms is difficult. Therefore, it is necessary to elevate surface energy of CNOs by forming surface oxygenated groups and defects to facilitate the incorporation of dopants.\textsuperscript{56} In this work, Ox-CNO were synthesized by a modified Hummers method and used for the sequential N and B doping (Figure 2.1).\textsuperscript{55}

![Synthetic procedure of CNOs, N-CNO(700) and NB-CNO(X).](image)

We have tested the incorporation of B in two ways: (1) direct B doping into Ox-CNO and (2) sequential B doping following N doping. In the first approach, Ox-CNO were annealed in the presence of boric acid (temperature varying from 600 °C to 1000 °C). XPS analysis of this product didn’t show any trace of B. The failure of incorporating B is attributed to the convex curvature of CNOs.\textsuperscript{57} Also, a size mismatch between B and C may slow down the kinetics of B incorporation.\textsuperscript{37} Due to these factors, the
incorporation of B involves high activation barrier and typically requires temperature above 1650 °C. In the second approach, B doping was sequentially conducted after N doping to take advantage of an interaction between N and B. As shown in Figure 2.1, B was incorporated as a function of annealing temperature (600 °C – 1000 °C) after the N doping was completed at 700 °C. The incorporation of B was only successful in the presence of N, implying a strong interaction between N and B. Boron doping temperature was identified as a crucial factor to influence chemical configurations of N and B.

Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool to characterize defects, microstructural disorder, charge carrier density, and electronic structure of graphene-based materials. In Figure S2.1, Raman spectra of p-CNO, Ox-CNO, N-CNO and all NB-CNO present three prominent peaks which are assigned to D, G, and 2D bands. D band at 1334-1340 cm\(^{-1}\) originates from the microstructural disorder and defects of materials. G band at 1565-1578 cm\(^{-1}\) is related to doubly degenerate E\(_{2g}\) at the center of the Brillouin zone, which originates from lattice vibration of sp\(^2\)- carbon atoms in aromatic carbon rings. The G band has a shoulder at the higher wavenumber (~1603 cm\(^{-1}\)), which is commonly observed in carbon materials under a strain. In our materials, D* band arises due to strain together with the interaction between the localized vibration modes of dopants (N and B) or some impurities (defects or surface groups (O-H)) and the extended phonon modes G band for CNOs. 2D band at 2670 – 2677 cm\(^{-1}\) is due to momentum conservation of the scattering of two phonons with opposite wave vectors. Unlike D band, the 2D band intensity is influenced by electron-electron interaction and it is not affected by defects in the carbon materials.
The ID/IG ratio in Figure S2.1 is an indicator of defect density, degree of disorder, and the level of graphitization of graphitic carbon materials. The ID/IG ratio of N-CNO(700) is higher than that of the p-CNO, indicating that the density of defects increases as the result of nitrogen doping since substitutitional nitrogen may disrupt sp² network and cause sp³ defect regions. Hence, the heteroatom doping raises the disorder of CNOs by generating defects due to different bond lengths of C-C/N-B/C-B/C-N. In the case of B doping, the ID/IG ratio decreases after B incorporation into the lattice of N-CNO at 600 °C since substitutitional B has shown enhanced graphitization of CNOs. The ID/IG ratio of NB-CNO(700) is comparable to N-CNO(700). This is an indication of high substitutional doping in NB-CNO(700) sample. In contrast, the ID/IG ratio significantly decreases at 800 °C indicating that graphitization has enhanced which could be due to the high amount of B. At 800 °C, the degree of disorder increases again due to the formation of new defects since removing of heteroatoms from the surface. More detailed Raman analysis of (i) I₂D/IG ratio, (ii) 2D band shift, and (iii) G band shift is summarized in Table S2.1 and Figure S2.2.

X-ray diffraction patterns (Figure S2.3(a)) provide information about phase and crystallinity of p-CNO and doped CNOs. All the samples show four different characteristic peaks at 2θ: 26.0°, 43.5°, 53.6°, and 78.2° attributable to (002), (100), (004), and (110) graphitic planes of CNOs, respectively. XRD patterns display an intense peak at 26.0° for (002) and a broad asymmetric peak at 43.5° for the (100). The incorporation of heteroatoms, N and B, into carbon nanostructure decreases an interlayer spacing between graphitic layers. It is noted that in all NB-CNO samples the peak position of the (002) plane slightly shifts toward higher 2θ angles compared to CNOs,
confirming that graphene stacking becomes more compacted in doped CNOs (Figure S2.3(b)). Based on Raman and XRD, NB-CNO(700) has active sites due to N and B dopants with high disorder which are consistent with XPS results shown in Figure 2.2. As a result, NB-CNO(700) has shown promising electrochemical performances for ORR.

Aberration-corrected STEM is a powerful technique that can resolve individual atoms owing to its spatial resolution up to the sub-atomic range. Z contrast or high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging technique in STEM uses the detection of signals scattered at high angles, thus, the image intensity can be correlated to the atomic numbers (Z) of the elements present in the region of interest. HAADF imaging technique gives a perspective of the elemental composition of the sample. The intensity of the image signal (I) in a HAADF micrograph relates to the corresponding atomic number (Z) of the element as \( I \propto Z^x \), where \( x \approx 2 \). Figure S2.4 (a-b) depicts the homogenous distribution of CNOs in the sample and Figure S2.4 (c-e) shows that even after the doping process the concentric shell structure is retained in samples NB-CNO (700, 800, and 900). The respective Fourier filtered images in Figure S2.4 (c-e) provide enhanced clarity by filtering out the noise, thus, some single atom dopants are visible in the doped CNOs. Figure 2.2 (a-c) shows a series of high-resolution HAADF micrographs of NB-CNO (700) collected in a manner that the subsequent image is a magnified image of the yellow square area in the previous image for better visualization. Figure 2.2 (d) is the Fourier filtered image of (c). It should be noted that the Fourier filtering has been performed to further increase the resolution of the row of atoms that is well in focus (the area inside the blue dashed rectangle) and the line scan showing the image contrast profile across the above-mentioned row of atoms is shown in Figure 2.2 (e). According to the intensity
ratios measured for each atom inside the blue-dashed square, the Z-contrast imaging suggests that the atom sequence is most likely to be N, C, N, C, C, B as marked in (e).

Figure 2.2  (a-c) STEM HAADF micrographs of NB-CNO (700) showing a series of magnified images of the area in yellow square regions in each image, and (d) is the Fourier filtered image of (c) with improved signal-to-noise ratio for enhanced clarity. (e) shows the intensity line-scan profile of the HAADF image across the atoms indicated by the blue dashed rectangle in (d) where the atoms are well in focus. The intensity profile suggests that given the intensity ratios of the highlighted atoms, they are most likely to be N, C, and B as marked in image (e).

XPS was performed for the analysis of elemental compositions and dopant chemical states. XPS results are summarized in supporting information (Table S2.2 and
S2.3). This confirms the successful doping of N and B. N atomic percentages of N-CNO(700), NB-CNO(600), NB-CNO(700), NB-CNO(800), NB-CNO(900) and NB-CNO(1000) are 2.9, 2.7, 2.7, 2.0, 1.1 and 0.7 at. %, respectively. B atomic percentages for the above samples are 0, 0.9, 1.1, 1.4, 0.9 and 0.9 at. %, respectively (Table S2.2 and S2.3). It is noteworthy that the N content gradually decreases and the B content increases as the annealing temperature is elevated from 600 °C to 800 °C. At 900 °C and 1000 °C, both N and B contents are reduced. The reduced B content at these temperatures is attributed to the decrease of N. This indicates that pre-existent N attracts B into CNOs.72

Figure 2.3(a) and (b) present high-resolution XPS N 1s and B 1s spectra along with their deconvoluted peaks. All N 1s and B 1s spectra were deconvoluted by peaks with fixed FWHM of 1.2 -1.3 eV, respectively, to obtain the best fit. N-CNO(700) consists of four major peaks at around 398.7 (pyridinic-N), 399.7 (pyrrolic-N), 401.1 (graphitic-N), and 402.7 eV (N-O).54, 73, 74 Besides from aforementioned peaks, co-doped NB-CNO present the emergence of an additional peak at 397.7 eV corresponding to edge N-B configuration (Figure 2.3(a)).75 The edge N-B clusters refer to B atoms next to pyridinic-N/pyrrolic-N and are formed at low B doping temperature.25

As doping temperature increases, N and B dopants become internalized into the core of CNOs.76 This bulk N-B configuration presents slightly higher N 1s binding energy than edge N-B configuration due to the donated electrons from the internalized N (graphitic-N).77 Based on this, the position of N-B can be tracked as a function of B doping temperature. It is observed that the normalized edge N-B peak area increases up to 700 °C and then diminishes completely at 1000 °C (Figure 2.3c). The binding energy of bulk B-N clusters merges with that of pyridinic-N. Therefore, it is difficult to
accurately deconvolute bulk N-B from the pyridinic-N under this XPS resolution. The highest number of edge N-B clusters are found in NB-CNO(700) sample (Figure 2.3c).

This configuration change driven by annealing temperature can be also verified from the chemical shift in high-resolution B 1s spectra. The deconvoluted B1s XPS spectra (Figure 2.3b) shows three main peaks at around 189.8-190.5 (B-C-N), 191.1-191.5 (B-N) and 192.5 (B-O).\textsuperscript{25, 37, 78} Although the relative distribution of each chemical state does not change with the temperature (Figure 2.3d), peak shifts can be observed for B-C-N and B-N bonding configurations.
Figure 2.3  High resolution XPS spectra and deconvolutions of (a) N 1s and (b) B 1s in N-CNO(700) and co-doped NB-CNO samples. Total quantities and percentages of (c) N1s and (d) B 1s.
The effects of B doping temperature on the shift of B1s binding energy in B-O, B-N, B-C-N configuration are presented in Figure 2.4. Clearly, B binding energies in both B-C-N and B-N configurations are gradually shifted to lower as B doping temperature increases (Figure 2.4(a)). This gradual shift suggests that N and B dopants migrate from the edge of CNOs to core.\textsuperscript{79} At high temperature, internalized N donates more electron to the neighboring B and C-B.\textsuperscript{77} Therefore, B 1s core electron’s binding energy decreases as it gains more valance electrons. However, B atoms directly bonded to oxygen atoms are not significantly affected by this process due to high electronegativity of oxygen, resulting in negligible shift in B binding energy. Figure 2.4(b) depicts the proposed chemical configurations of N-B and N-C-B clusters at low and high temperatures. The largest number of isolated edge N-B clusters is generated at 700 °C. These edge N-B clusters may act as primary active sites for ORR.\textsuperscript{25}
Figure 2.4 Peak shift of B1s binding energy in B-O, B-N, and B-C-N configurations of NB-CNO samples. (b) Proposed chemical structures of B-N and B-C-N at low and high B doping temperatures.

Figure 2.5 (a) shows cyclic voltammogram of NB-CNO(700) under N\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{2} saturated electrolyte. The performances of doped CNOs and Pt/C are summarized in Figure 2.5(b). All N, B co-doped CNOs manifest lower onset potentials than N-CNO(700) reflecting the synergy of N and B in lowering an activation barrier towards ORR. Among co-doped samples, NB-CNO(700) surpasses other catalysts in terms of both onset potential and current density. Edge N-B clusters abundant in NB-CNO(700)
play a key role in promoting activity.\textsuperscript{25} Electrocatalytic activity of each catalyst for ORR was determined by RRDE experiment in 0.1 M KOH (pH = 13). Figure 2.5(c) displays electron transfer numbers, $n$, and onset potentials for each sample was depicted in Figure 2.5 (d). While the RRDE was rotated (1600 rpm) for the convectional flow of $O_2$, LSV and chronoamperometry were simultaneously performed at the disk and the ring, respectively. NB-CNO(700) yielded less than 5% HO$_2^-$ (Figure 2.5(b) top), which is very close to that of commercial Pt/C. NB-CNO(700) gives the $n$ of 3.9, demonstrating nearly complete 4 electron transfer in ORR.

In Table 2.1, the performance of NB-CNO(700) is compared with other N, B doped catalysts reported in literature. Among various N, B co-doped carbon catalysts, NB-CNO(700) shows outstanding performance in terms of onset potential, limiting current density, and electron transfer number.
Figure 2.5  (a) Cyclic voltammetry of NB-CNO(700) in N₂ and O₂ saturated 0.1 M electrolyte, (b) peroxide yield (top), and ORR current densities (bottom) for catalysts determined by RRDE experiments and (c) limiting current densities (at -0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl) and electron transfer number, (d) the summary of onset potentials.
Table 2.1  ORR performance of various N and B doped samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Catalyst loading (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Rotation speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Scan rate (mV/s)</th>
<th>E&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (V)</th>
<th>J&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>ETN&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B/N-codoped CNO&lt;sup&gt;54&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/N-codoped GNR&lt;sup&gt;25&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Not shown</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCN-graphene&lt;sup&gt;78&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Not shown</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crumpled B/N-graphite&lt;sup&gt;37&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B/N-doped graphene&lt;sup&gt;72&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;CNT-NH&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;sup&gt;46&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBCNO-700 (This work)</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 0.1 M KOH is the electrolyte for all experiments given in the table.  
<sup>a</sup> onset potential,  <sup>b</sup> limiting current density,  <sup>c</sup> electron transfer number (ETN)

Although Pt is currently a state-of-the-art catalyst with lowest onset potential, highest current density, and <i>n</i> of 4, Pt-based catalysts suffer from critical issues: (1) long-term instability and (2) surface deactivation. For example, Pt/C displays gradual activity decrease in the long run due to particle aggregation, detachment and dissolution. Surface deactivation originates from the poisoning of Pt surface by products that are generated at anode and transferred across membrane (e.g. methanol in direct methanol fuel-cell).<sup>29, 80</sup> The long-term stability and catalyst response against surface poisoning of NB-CNO(700) were examined in comparison with Pt/C. For 6 hours continuous operation, ORR currents of Pt/C and NB-CNO(700) were decayed about 9 % and 2 %, respectively (Figure 2.6(a)). NB-CNO(700) exhibits remarkable long-term stability. The responses of Pt and
NB-CNO(700) were monitored upon the addition of 2.5 % v/v methanol (Figure 2.6(b)). ORR currents of Pt/C and NB-CNO(700) were dropped by 45 % and 0.4%, respectively, suggesting the excellent resistance of NB-CNO against methanol poisoning.

Figure 2.6  (a) Long-term stability for 6 hours and (b) electrode response upon the addition of methanol (2.5 % v/v) while -0.25 V vs. Ag/AgCl was applied.

2.6 Conclusion

In this work, we have successfully synthesized N and B co-doped CNO by sequential doping. The number of dopants, dopant chemical states, and locations of active sites were effectively modulated by manipulating annealing temperatures from 600 °C to 1000 °C. NB-CNO(700) exhibited the best ORR performance in terms of onset potential (-0.05 V) and limiting current density (5.5 mA cm⁻²) compared to N-CNO and other co-doped CNOs. The outstanding performance comes from abundant edge N-B sites and synergistic coupling of N and B. NB-CNO(700) demonstrated complete 4-electron route for ORR with excellent durability and great tolerance against methanol crossover.
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2.8 Supporting information

2.8.1 Raman analysis

Raman spectroscopy provides information about electronic and phonon structure in doped and p-CNO. Table S2.2 presents detailed summary of Raman analysis for all samples. 2D band intensity (I_{2D}) is sensitive to the charge carrier density because the I_{2D} is influenced by the electron-electron interactions. I_{2D}/I_G ratios of samples are shown in Figure S2.2 (a). I_{2D}/I_G is a measure of change of Fermi energy level (E_F) and it is indirectly related to the amount of charge carrier density. In this work, we observed that the I_{2D}/I_G ratio decreased after doping N and B compared to the p-CNO, which confirmed changing of the charge carrier density. It is worthy of mentioning that graphitic nitrogen is behaving as electron donor providing excess valence delocalized electrons to the graphene materials while pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen are behaving as electron acceptors. Also, B doping leads to enhance electron deficiency in the carbon network. It is noted that a lower I_{2D}/I_G of all doped samples are lower than that of p-CNO. This is consistent with the increase of charge carrier concentration in the doped samples.
In summary, doping N and B increases the amount of charge carriers near the Fermi level, as compared to that of p-CNO.

The 2D band of the pristine and doped carbon materials depends on the dispersive nature and slight perturbation of electronic and/or phonon structure. Lin et al. reported that the 2D band for boron doped onion-like carbon (B-OLC) was downshifted (2662 cm$^{-1}$ for undoped OLC and 2654 cm$^{-1}$ for B-OLC), suggesting $E_F$ is lowered after boron doping. The shift of 2D band in doped and pristine CNOs was illustrated in Figure S2.2 (b). In the case of doped CNOs, the 2D band upshifts compared to p-CNO leading to increase electron acceptors. Combined with XPS analysis, 2D band position of N-CNO(700) upshifted due to single and double vacancies induced by pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen, respectively. Upon B doping, the 2D band has further upshifted since charge carriers are high at elevated temperature due to the B and defects (removal of dopants).

Furthermore, the G band position is an important tool to probe surface charge carriers, temperature effect, and strain effect since G band can represent C-C expansion (or contractions) and changes of electronic structure. It is noted that the G bands in Figure S2.2 (c) are downshifted for all the doped and pristine CNOs compared to highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG 1582 cm$^{-1}$). This indicates inherent tensile strain induced by the curvature which perturbs electronic band structure and therefore disturbs the Raman resonance condition of CNOs. The G band is upshifted for doped CNOs at low temperatures (600 °C to 800 °C) compared to p-CNO. This observation is due to the changes in carrier concentration and the structural disorder caused by the formation new bonds with N and B dopants.
Moreover, as the annealing temperature increased, the position of G band varied. There are several reasons for this observation. 1) the loss of atoms from the CNOs’ shells which may induce the relaxation of atoms around vacancies/defects that can rearrange the CNOs structure. Therefore, the carrier's concentration decreased, and the Fermi level was rearranged. 2) a pressure hysteresis effect because CNOs are more sensitive to pressure due to the curvature effect caused by their small size. As the internal pressure increases, it could become energetically favorable to distort the CNOs structure to minimize the empty space to accommodate the pressure. Consequently, the doped CNOs could break their original structure therefore, NB-CNO catalysts are not potentially active at the elevated temperature. This is further illustrated XPS analysis in Figure 2.2. In brief, G band Raman shift is greatly influenced by the doping level of N and B and annealing temperature which can change the electronic and chemical structures which determine the reactivity of doped CNOs.

2.8.2 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction pattern of doped and p-CNO probes the influence of doping on the microstructural variation. CNOs have curved graphene layers where interlayer spacing of the layers are not uniform compared to flat hexagonal graphite layers such as GNPs. (002)\textsubscript{g} peaks of CNOs are broad and centered at around 26.0°. The interlayer spacing in CNOs is slightly larger than that of d spacing of graphite (3.36 Å originated at 26.5°). In Figure S2.3(b), the position of (002)\textsubscript{g} diffraction peak was shifted towards higher 2θ after boron doping at 600 °C and 700 °C, implying a decrease in the d spacing
of CNOs layers. This may be due to the disruption of the curved surface of CNOs. At the elevated temperature, this peak was shifted back to the original position.

2.8.3 Electrochemical measurement

The overall electron transfer number \( n \) for one oxygen molecule was calculated from the slope of a Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plot as shown in the equation 2.1:

\[
\frac{1}{j_D} = \frac{1}{j_K} + \frac{1}{B \omega^{1/2}}
\]

Equation 2.1

where, \( j_D \) = measured current (A) on RDE,

\( j_K \) = kinetic current (A) at constant potential,

\( \omega \) = rotating speed in rpm,

\( B \) = slope for K-L equation which can be calculated using the equation 2.2.

\[
B = 0.2nFAv^{-1/6}C_{O_2}D_{O_2}^{2/3}
\]

Equation 2.2

where, 0.2 constant is multiplied when the rotation speed is denoted in rpm,

\( n \) = number of electrons,

\( F \) = Faradaic constant (96485 C/mol),

\( A \) = Surface area of the electrode,

\( v \) = Kinetic viscosity of 0.1 M KOH (0.01 cm²/s),

\( C_{O_2} \) = Bulk concentration of O₂ in the electrolyte (1.2 × 10⁻⁶ mol/cm³),

\( D_{O_2} \) = Diffusion coefficient of O₂ molecule in 0.1 M KOH solution.

The percentage of the HO₂⁻ was calculated using equations 2.3 and 2.4.
\[ n = 4 \times \frac{I_d}{I_d + I_r/N} \quad \text{Equation 2.3} \]

\[ \%H_2O_2 = 200 \times \frac{I_r/N}{I_d + I_r/N} \quad \text{Equation 2.4} \]

where, \( I_d \) = disk current, \( I_r \) = ring current, and \( N \) = current collection efficiency of the Pt ring (0.42).

Table S2.1 The summary of Raman analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>D-band shift (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>G-band shift (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>2D-band shift (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( I_d / I_G )</th>
<th>( I_{2D} / I_G )</th>
<th>2D-band FWHM (cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNOs</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>2665</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ox-CNO</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>2668</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-CNO(700)</td>
<td>1338</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>2672</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(600)</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>2669</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>74.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(700)</td>
<td>1337</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>2669</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(800)</td>
<td>1336</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>2671</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>58.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(900)</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>2673</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(1000)</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>2677</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2.2  The atomic percentages of C, O, N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>C (at.%)</th>
<th>O (at.%)</th>
<th>N (at.%)</th>
<th>B (at.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-CNO(700)</td>
<td>95.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(600)</td>
<td>94.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(700)</td>
<td>93.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(800)</td>
<td>93.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(900)</td>
<td>94.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(1000)</td>
<td>95.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2.3  XPS N 1s related chemical states in the samples based to area of the peak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>N-B(%)</th>
<th>N-pyridinic</th>
<th>N-pyrrolic</th>
<th>N-Graphitic</th>
<th>N-O(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-CNO(700)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(600)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(700)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(800)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(900)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(1000)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table S2.4  XPS B 1s related chemical states in the samples based on the area of the peak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>B-C-N(%)</th>
<th>B-N(%)</th>
<th>B-O(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-CNO(700)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(600)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(700)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(800)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(900)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-CNO(1000)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure S2.1  Raman spectra of CNOs, Ox-CNO, N-CNO(700), NB-CNO(600-1000).
Figure S2.2 (a) I2D/IG ratio, (b) 2D band shift, and (c) G band shift.

Figure S2.3 (a) X-ray diffraction patterns and (b) zoomed-in (002) peak of CNOs, N-CNO(700) and all NB-CNO samples.
Figure S2.4  (a-b) Low-magnification STEM HAADF micrographs of NB-CNO (700). (c-e) High-magnification STEM HAADF micrographs and their respective Fourier filtered images of NB-CNO (700), NB-CNO (800), and NB-CNO (900), respectively.
Figure S2.5  (a) Results of RRDE measurement and (b) comparison of onset potentials and limiting current densities (at -0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl) of all samples.
CHAPTER 3. COPPER NANOPARTICLES SUPPORTED ON NITROGEN DOPED CARBON NANO-ONIONS FOR OXYGEN REDUCTION REACTION: SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS OF NITROGEN AND CARBON NANO-ONIONS

The author would like to thank Dr. Yang-Tse Cheng and Jacob Hemple for their help with Kelvin probe force microscopy analysis (KPFM).

3.1 Introduction

Electrocatalysis is a promising technology for advanced chemical synthesis and energy conversion processes such as water splitting, greenhouse CO₂ gas conversion, and fuel cells. Electro catalysis has several advantages over other traditional processes (e.g., thermal, chemical, etc) such as direct control of voltage for optimal efficiency and selectivity, promoted mass transport by adopting an advanced electrolyzer, and easy separation of products from a reactor. In such electrochemical processes, catalysts are one essential component to minimize the kinetic barrier of the reaction and to increase energy efficiency. Platinum-group metals (PGMs) are the most frequently used electrocatalysts for energy and chemical conversion devices. However, sustainable utilization of PGMs for electrocatalysis is greatly challenged by the cost, scarcity, and the instability of these materials, that are aggravated by the recent interruption in critical mineral supply chains.

So as to solve this challenge, it is imperative to replace PGMs with efficient and stable non-noble materials. One promising approach is to manipulate the interaction between non-noble metal nanostructures and supports. The performance and long-term stability of catalysts are affected by catalyst particle size, crystalline planes, and dispersion. Considerable efforts have been made to reduce the size of metal particles
and to engineer the morphology of the catalyst to reach low-coordinated metal sites at the surface.\textsuperscript{101, 102, 105, 107, 108}

Heteroatom doped (N, S, B etc.) carbon supports have received considerable attentions because of their potential as a support to enable improved dispersion of metal nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{83, 105, 108, 109} Incorporation of these dopants in carbon surface may modify acid-base character, hydrophilicity-hydrophobicity, and electronic properties of carbon surface.\textsuperscript{110} Qiao et al. reported that the ORR activity can be boosted by the cooperative effect of copper and nitrogen in a Cu oxide/N-doped reduced graphene oxide catalysts.\textsuperscript{111} Previous studies reported that nitrogen dopants act as nucleation sites of metal nanoparticles on the carbon support.\textsuperscript{112, 113} Nitrogen dopants also promote the dispersion of metal nanoparticles as well those modifications can modulate the Fermi level, enhance the chemical activity, and tend to trap metal atoms.\textsuperscript{67, 95, 101, 114} Literature reported that the most favorable sites for Cu nucleation are the rough edges of carbon support.\textsuperscript{101} This demonstrates that the availability of the edge pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen in the host material can play a crucial as electron donors to enhance the interaction between the support and metal nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{109, 110, 115}

Herein, we investigated the role of nitrogen doping on carbon nano onions (CNO) for copper deposition and catalytic activity. We here report the results of the study conducted on CNO, nitrogen doped CNO (NCNO), and NCNO supported Cu nanoparticles (Cu-NCNO) for the oxygen reduction reaction in alkaline medium. Our objectives are to demonstrate the effect of nitrogen on the reduction of the particle size and how Cu-N doped CNO’s surface potential (or work function) affects the catalytic properties. The morphology, microstructure, and chemical states of nitrogen doped
electrocatalysts were characterized by AFM, TEM, SEM, Raman, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. Our results show that nitrogen heteroatom on the host CNO reduces the size of the metal nanoparticles to boost the electrocatalytic performance. Based on our experimental results, we conclude that the copper nanoparticle size is ~2 nm which is located in close proximity to nitrogen. These findings provide novel insights on the effect of nitrogen on CNO toward ORR in the alkaline electrolyte.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Synthesis of CNO, Ox-CNO, and N-CNO

Carbon nano-onions were derived by annealing nanodiamond powders (Nanostructured and Amorphous Materials, Inc (Dynalene NB50)). After annealing CNO were subject to chemical oxidation to produce oxidized CNO (Ox-CNO). This was done by refluxing CNO with HNO₃. For this purpose, 100 mg CNO were mixed with 50 mL HNO₃ (ACS grade, 68.0 -70.0 %) and 50 mL de-ionized (DI) water in a three-neck flask and sonicated for 1 hour to prepare a homogenous mixture. After that, the mixture was refluxed at 110°C for 4 hours and 30 minutes. Ox-CNO was washed with DI water until the mixture became neutral. Then, Ox-CNO was dried in an oven at 60 °C overnight.

N-CNO were prepared by thermally annealing Ox-CNO with urea (Sigma Aldrich, ACS reagent, 99.0-100.5%). Typically, 100 mg of Ox-CNO were completely ground with 500 mg of urea and mounted on a quartz boat. Then, the quartz boat with the mixture was loaded in a tube furnace (Thermo Scientific Lindberg/BlueM Mini-Mite™ Tube Furnace). After evacuating the furnace for 30 minutes, argon gas was introduced to remove any remaining moisture and oxygen. The mixture was then thermally annealed at
700°C for 3 hours with the annealing rate of 3°C/min under an argon atmosphere in the furnace. After the annealing process, the tube furnace was cooled to room temperature under the same condition. The powder obtained from the heating treatment was centrifuged with DI water two times to remove any soluble impurities. The purified powder was dried in the oven at 60 °C overnight, which is denoted as NCNO (700).

3.2.2 Synthesis of Cu-NCNO (Cu-NCNO)

In a typical synthesis, 5 mg of copper acetate (Sigma Aldrich) and 95 mg of NCNO was mixed with tetra hydro furan (THF) (Sigma Aldrich) by sonicating it 1 hour to get a homogeneous solution. The solution was loaded in a Teflon vessel that was sealed and placed in a vacuum oven. The temperature of the oven was maintained at 75°C for 24 hours. When the time was finished, the mixture was placed in an oven at 60°C overnight to evaporate the extra solvent and further dry. After that, the dried powder was loaded into a quartz boat and thermally annealed under 5% H₂ in the tube furnace at 300 °C for 15 min to remove the extra precursor ligand (acetate from copper acetate) and reduce copper nanoparticles. After the heat treatment, the tube furnace was cooled to room temperature, the product was powder, washed with DI water. The purified product was dried in the oven at 60°C for 24 hours. Cu-CNO was synthesized by following the same method with carbon nano onions instead of NCNO. Acid treatment was done for 5 with O₂-saturated 5% HCl to obtain acid washed samples as Cu-CNO-AF and Cu-NCNO-AF.
3.2.3 Material characterization

Raman spectroscopy was performed with a Thermo Scientific DXR micro-Raman spectrometer. A diode-pumped NdYVO₄ laser was used as excitation source at 532 nm excitation and with a power 5 mW. The elemental composition and the chemical states of the prepared samples were determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic measurement (XPS Thermo Scientific K-alpha) which uses an aluminum monochromatic X-ray source (energy of 1,486.6 eV) and an electron flood gun for charge neutralization. Wide survey scans were performed at a pass energy of 160 eV and high-resolution scans were performed at a pass energy of 20 eV. The XPS analyzed spot diameter was 400 µm. The crystalline structure of all samples was analyzed using BRUKER AXS X-ray spectrometer equipped with Cu tube (1.54 Å) and energy dispersive LYNXEYE (1D mode) detector, increment 0.01°. TEM, HRTEM, STEM, and EDS analysis were investigated using transmission electron microscope (TEM FET Talos F200X) which was operated at 200 KeV. Amplitude Modulated Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (AM-KPFM) measurements were taken on a Bruker Dimension icon housed in a glovebox (O₂, H₂O < 1 ppm) using their electrical lift mode. Doped CNO samples were first immersed in isopropanol. They were then subjected to 15 minutes of ultrasonication. The solutions were then dropped onto silicon wafers. After the solvent dried, the region left behind contained clumps of nanoparticles which were then imaged using AM-KPFM. The lift height was chosen to be 35 nm to improve the lateral resolution.

3.2.3.1 Electrochemical measurements

These electrochemical measurements were recorded on a CHI760 D Potentiostate (CH Instruments, Inc., USA). Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) was polished with
0.05-micron Alumina powder before a catalyst drop cast. Then, 2 mg of catalyst, 20 µL of Nafion (FuelCellStore, ~5 wt. %), and 1 ml of DI water were mixed and sonicated for 1 hour to prepare the homogenous catalyst ink (2 mg/ml). Subsequently, 60 µL of the ink was drop cast onto the disk electrode (geometric surface area: 0.126 cm²). The electrode was dried in the oven at 60°C overnight. All the current densities in the electrochemical curves were normalized to the geometric area of the electrode. The potential reported in this work were referred to the RHE, based on the Nernst equation 3.1:

\[
E(\text{vs. RHE}) = E(\text{vs. Ag/AgCl}) + 0.0592 \times \text{pH} + 0.222V
\]

Equation 3.1

The electrolyte, 0.1 M KOH (VWR chemicals BDH) was saturated by purging N₂ for approximately 30 min before the experiment. After that, Ag/AgCl, Pt wire, and RRDE were placed as reference (RE), counter (CE), and working (WE) electrodes respectively. The working electrode was activated by 40 CV cycles under a potential range from 0.0 to 1.0 V at a scan rate of 50 mV s⁻¹. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were collected in the presence of N₂ as a control test to compare. Subsequently, the electrolyte was saturated with O₂ for 30 min. CVs, linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) with a rotating disk electrode (RDE) were collected. The CVs were collected at 20 mV/s scan rate and RDE was conducted at 5 mV/s scan rate with the rotation speed of 400 rpm, 800 rpm, 1200 rpm, 1600 rpm, 2000 rpm, 2400 rpm, 2800 rpm, 3200 rpm, and 3600 rpm. Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plots (J⁻¹ vs ω⁻¹/²) were analyzed at various electrode potentials. The electron transfer number (n) was calculated by based on the K-L equation 2.1 and
2.2. RRDE measurement at 1600 rpm were used to obtain the Tafel plot for Cu-NCNO and Pt/C.

3.3 Results and discussion

Figure 3.1 A schematic illustration of Cu-NCNO synthetic procedure (gray, carbon; blue, nitrogen; orange, copper).

Untreated carbon-based materials are not suitable for attaching metal nanoparticles because of their inertness and hydrophobic surface. Thus nitrogen doped CNOs (N-CNOs) were synthesized to deposit copper nanoparticles in this study. Experimental and theoretical studies reported the effectiveness of substitutional doping in tuning physical and chemical properties of CNOs. For example, nitrogen incorporation enhanced polarity and basicity of catalyst surface, that would promote the nucleation and growth of catalytic particles. Nitrogen-doped CNOs were prepared by thermally treating the mixture of urea and oxidized carbon nano-onions at 700 °C with urea under the flow of argon. During thermal treatment, urea decomposes into NH₃ and CO₂, NH₃ further reacts with oxygen functional groups of oxidized CNOs (Ox-CNO) to form N-C bonds and are then internalized.
Figure 3.1 depicts synthetic procedure of Cu-NCNOs. Cu-NCNOs were synthesized through a solvothermal treatment for 18 hours in tetrahydrofuran at 75°C.\textsuperscript{118} Copper (II) acetate was used as a precursor for Cu growth. Presumably, Cu\textsuperscript{2+} is nucleated at the sites of pyridinic N and pyrrolic N (Figure 3.1) due to their Lewis basicity and continues to grow into Cu nanoparticles. For the removal of unreacted ligands as well as complete reduction of unbound copper ions, the powder was further annealed in the furnace at 300 °C under the flow of H\textsubscript{2}/Ar gas (5:95 v:v).\textsuperscript{120} Afterwards, Cu-NCNOs were washed with acid. Cu-NCNOs before and after the acid washing are denoted as Cu-NCNO-BF, and Cu-NCNO-AF, respectively.

XRD pattern of Cu-CNO and Cu-NCNO have shown in Figure S3.1. Both Cu-CNO and Cu-NCNO display peaks at 26°, 44°, 62°, and 78° for (002), (100), (004), and (110), planes of graphitic materials, respectively. In addition, Cu-CNO presents a sharp peak at 36°, that corresponds to Cu (111) plane. On the contrary, Cu-NCNO doesn’t show any characteristic peak of copper. Based on EDS, TGA, and XPS results in the later section, the absence of copper peaks should be interpreted as the indication of very small Cu particles in Cu-NCNO. The size of copper particles in Cu-NCNO is smaller than the detection limit (~3 nm in diameter) of XRD analysis. Basicity of pyridinic-N and pyrrolic-N as well as electron-rich concentric surface of carbon onions create a unique environment that promotes the nucleation of copper. Furthermore, the strong interaction between Cu-N and between copper nanoparticles and concentric carbon surface stabilize particles, preventing their growth into bigger particles.
Figure 3.2 (a) HR-TEM image (b) HAADF-STEM image (yellow square represent the selected area for the EDS) (c) EDS mapping of nitrogen and Cu, and (d) EDS spectrum for elemental analysis.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) of Cu-NCNO is shown in Figure 3.2a, revealing onion-like, concentric shells of carbon onions. The structure of CNOs with multi-layered concentric shells is retained during the synthesis. High-angle annular dark field (HAADF) is a STEM imaging mode that collects scattered electrons by an annular detector. In HAADF-STEM image, the scattering intensity of electrons on this detector is approximately proportional to the atomic number (Z) of the
Therefore copper atoms in the image are brighter than the region of concentric carbon shells. Individual Cu atoms and Cu nanoparticles are identified in Figure 3.2b and 3.2c. The diameter of Cu nanoparticle has the range of 1.8 – 2.1 nm. This diameter is beyond the detection limit of XRD (Figure S3.1). The EDS mapping of N and Cu in Figure 3.2c suggests that both elements are uniformly distributed in the sample. The EDS spectrum in Figure 3.2d displays the presence of C, O, N and Cu in CNOs, verifying that N dopants serve as nucleation sites for Cu. Several Au peaks in Figure 3.2d come from Au layer coated on TEM substrates.

Figure 3.3 High resolution XPS spectra of (a) N 1s, (b) Cu 2p.
XPS analyses were performed to determine elemental composition and chemical state of the catalysts. XPS survey scans are shown in Figure S3.2 and elemental contents are summarized in Tables S3.1 and S3.2. All catalysts contain C and O as major elements. Besides C and O, Cu-NCNO shows the presence of both N and Cu, which is consistent with the EDS analysis (Figure 3.2c and 3.2d). The contents of Cu in Cu-NCNO-BF, Cu-NCNO-AF, Cu-CNO-BF, and Cu-CNO-AF are 1.54 at.%, 0.10 at.%, 0.14 at.%, and 0.02 at.% respectively. Acid washing removed nearly all the copper from both Cu-NCNO and Cu-CNO, indicating the copper is attached to the surface of support. The contents of N in N-CNO, Cu-NCNO-BF, and Cu-NCNO-AF are 3.9 at.%, 3.8 at.% and 3.5 at.%, respectively. There is a negligible change of N in Cu-NCNO after acid washing.

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show high-resolution XPS N1s and Cu2p spectra of N-CNO (top), Cu-NCNO-BF (middle), and Cu-NCNO-AF (bottom), respectively. The analysis of N chemical states present in catalysts is summarized in Table S3.2. In Figure 3(a), each XPS N1s spectrum is deconvoluted into 4 basis functions centered at 398.5 eV, 400.0 eV, 401.0 eV, and 402.4 eV, that are assigned to pyridinic N, pyrrolic N, graphitic N, and N-O, respectively. In addition to the four peaks, a broad peak centered at 399.3 eV appears with small intensity in both Cu-NCNO-BF and Cu-NCNO-AF. This peak is assigned to N (either pyridinic N or pyrrolic N) that is directly bound to Cu. After acid washing, this N-Cu peak is still retained but lesser intensity, indicating that N-Cu may be stable in acid washing.

In Figure 3.3b, NCNO shows no trace of Cu. In both Cu-NCNO-BF and Cu-NCNO-AF, Cu 2p XPS spectra have two groups of peaks, Cu 2p1/2 and Cu 2p3/2. The XPS Cu 2p3/2 spectrum is deconvoluted into 3 basis functions centered at 932.44 eV, 933.2 eV
and 934.8 eV, that are assigned to Cu(0), Cu\(^+\), and Cu\(^{2+}\), respectively. While Cu(0) is from bulk copper nanoparticle, Cu\(^+\) (933.2 eV) is due to copper atoms at the bottom of nanoparticles that are directly bound to N as Cu-N. This is in a good agreement with previous reports.\(^{103, 109, 121}\) Cu\(^{2+}\) may be from copper oxide. After acid treatment with O\(_2\)-saturated 5 % HCl, both Cu(0) and Cu\(^{2+}\) peaks disappear while Cu-N is retained. This implies the strong interaction between Cu and N. The Cu-N interaction and high CNO surface-strain promote the nucleation of small Cu particles for enhanced ORR activity.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted to measure the total amount of copper present in catalysts. Before acid washing, TGA analysis (Figure S3.3) indicates 4 wt% of Cu content in Cu-NCNO. This amount is consistent with XPS showing 3.5 wt% Cu. In TGA curves, Cu-NCNO decomposes at 300 °C while Cu-CNO decomposes at 450 °C. This demonstrates that well-dispersed and small copper nanoparticles catalyze thermal oxidation of Cu-NCNO.
Figure 3.4  ORR performance of the Cu-NCNO, NCNO and Pt/C (a) CV curves of the Cu-NCNO catalyst in N\textsubscript{2}- and O\textsubscript{2} -saturated 0.1 M KOH electrolyte, (b) RRDE for Cu-NCNO, NCNO, and Pt/C before acid washed at rotation rate 1600 rpm (scan rate 5 mV/s), (onset potentials are -0.08,-0.15, 0.03, -0.2 V for Cu-NCNO-BF, NCNO, Pt/C, and Cu-CNO-BF, respectively at -0.3 mA cm\(^{-2}\)), (c) electron transfer number, (d) Tafel plots of Cu-NCNO-BF and Pt/C catalysts (\(J_k\) is kinetic current density).

Catalytic performances of catalysts for ORR were evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV), rotating disk electrode (RDE), and rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) measurements. All electrochemical experiments were performed in alkaline electrolyte, 0.1 M KOH. The solution was saturated with either N\textsubscript{2} or O\textsubscript{2} prior to each measurement. CV curves of Cu-NCNO in N\textsubscript{2}- and O\textsubscript{2} -saturated solution are shown in
Figure 3.4(a). In the CV of O₂-saturation, Cu-NCNO clearly shows a reduction peak originating approximately at -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl. ORR peak of Cu-NCNO locates ~17 mV higher than that of NCNO by ~20mV (Figure S3.4), showing that the improved activity of Cu-NCNO. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) graphs of NCNO, Cu-NCNO, Pt/C and other catalysts have been depicted in Figure 3.4(b) and Figures S3.5 and S3.6, respectively. After nitrogen is introduced to the carbon nano onions, nitrogen could act as a catalytic site for ORR as well as a nucleation site for copper deposition. This performance originates due to the different nitrogen configurations (pyridinic, pyrrolic, and graphitic). It is noted that NCNO exhibits a high catalytic activity for ORR compared to Cu-CNO. The onset potential of NCNO (-0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl) for ORR shifts 50 mV toward positive direction compared to Cu-CNO (-0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl). Furthermore, after introducing copper into NCNO, Cu-NCNO shows the onset potential at -0.08 V vs Ag/AgCl with the limiting current density about 6.5 mA cm⁻².

The Tafel plots in Figure 3.4(d) show that the Tafel slopes of Cu-NCNO and Pt/C are 40 mVdec⁻¹ and 62 mV dec⁻¹, respectively. Consequently, the reaction mechanism of ORR on Cu-NCNO is comparable to the Pt/C catalyst. Figure 3.4(d) represents the Tafel plots of log Jₖ (mA cm⁻²) vs. electrode potential, plotted from the polarization curves of Figure 3.4(b) measured at rotation rate of 1600 rpm. Generally, this plot is useful for evaluating kinetic parameters of catalysts. In the low overpotential region, the disk current density is independent of the mass transfer limitation therefore, the current densities are considered as electrochemical kinetic current densities. The figure has depicted that the reaction mechanism of ORR on Cu-NCNO is comparable to the Pt/C
catalyst. Furthermore, this kind of slope variation generally can be explained with respect to the change in the coverage degree of adsorbed oxygen.\textsuperscript{122}

![Figure 3.5 RRDE at 1600 rpm for Cu-NCNO and Pt/C (a) durability test (b) methanol tolerance test.](image)

One of the most critical issues in PGM catalysts are poor long-term stability and surface deactivation. In the long term, Pt activity gradually deteriorated, due to particle detachment, dissolution, and agglomeration. Pt catalysts in direct methanol fuel cells may experience severe deactivation by methanol transported from anode through the membrane. Figure 3.5(a) shows the stability of Cu-NCNO in comparison with Pt/C. for 5 hours of operation, ORR currents of Cu-NCNO and Pt/C decay about 4.5 % and 9 %, respectively, showing the improved stability of Cu-NCNO. The responsiveness of catalyst against surface deactivation is also shown in Figure 3.5(b). For this experiment, methanol (2.5 % v/v) was injected into the solution. Cu-NCNO and Pt/C show the decays of currents by 0.1 % and 45.4%, respectively, indicating remarkable tolerance of Cu-
NCNO against surface deactivation. These results highlight excellent long-term stability and tolerance against methanol crossover.

Figure 3.6  AM-KPFM images of individual doped CNO clumps. (a-c) Topography images showing the height of each catalyst, NCNO, Cu-CNO and Cu-NCNO, respectively. (d-f) Contact potential difference images of the doped CNO clumps. The inset scale bars in images (a-c, d)

KPFM measures contact potential difference (CPD) between a sample surface and a conducting cantilever tip. The CPD is directly related to the difference between the work functions of the sample surface and the tip. KPFM mapping provides spatially resolved images local work function simultaneously taken with topographic image. In Figure 3.6, contact potential difference of NCNO, Cu-NCNO, and Cu-CNO as 58.5 ± 18.4, 57.4 ± 10.5, and 43.8 ± 2 mV, respectively. The CPD of NCNO has shown
significant variations which may be associated with the inhomogeneity of charge distribution.

3.4 Conclusion

In this work, we were able to synthesize Cu-NCNO by using NCNO followed by post-loading methods such as impregnation and deposition of copper deposit. Nitrogen contributes as a catalytic site for ORR performance and as a nucleation site for copper deposition. In this study, XPS illustrates that the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen configurations, which relate to a significant impact on this ORR activity and copper deposition. Consequently, a modulating nitrogen configuration can improve copper loading to stimulate catalytic activity. The oxygen reduction on the Cu-NCNO catalyst undergoes four electron transfer paths to form water as a byproduct. Additionally, Cu-NCNO has better stability and tolerance to methanol than Pt/C. This work highlights the great capabilities of using the surface potential in Kelvin method. But the $V_{CPD}$ can vary with respect to the surface charge distribution and particle size. Therefore, this study is not sufficient to conclude the work function of each catalyst. should be further continued to find the correlation between the particle size of metal nanoparticles and the work function of each catalyst.
3.5 Supporting information

3.5.1 XRD analysis

The FWHM and 2θ angles of Cu (111) peak were used in Scherrer’s equation (Equation 3.4) to determine average crystallite diameter.

\[ D = \frac{\kappa \lambda}{\beta \cos \theta} \]  

Equation 3.2

Where D is the crystallite dimension, \( \lambda \) is the XRD wavelength, \( \theta \) is the scattering angle (in radians), \( \beta \) is the FWHM (in radians of theta), and \( \kappa \) is a Scherrer constant (0.94). It can be seen from Figure S3.7 that crystallite size of Cu in Cu-CNO is \(~17.53\) nm based on Cu (111) peak.\(^{127}\)

3.5.2 Raman analysis

Typically, the Raman spectra of carbon materials show three main bands: D, G, and 2D. The D band at \(~1350\) cm\(^{-1}\) is originated with the degree of disorder due to impurities, edges, and defects, etc. The G band at \(~1500\) cm\(^{-1}\) indicates the presence of the graphitic layers, therefore the band is associated with the first order scattering of the \( E_{2g} \) mode of sp\(^2\) carbon.\(^{105}\) The D and G band intensity ratios (I\(D/I_G\)) for CNO, NCNO, Cu-NCNO-BF, and Cu-NCNO-AF were 1.02, 1.60, 1.63, and 1.59, respectively. These results indicate that the defect density of CNO was significantly increased after doping nitrogen and that the defect in Cu-NCNO materials do not decrease in comparison with the NCNO sample.
3.5.3 Kelvin probe force microscopy measurements

KPFM measures the electrostatic surface potential of a sample at the micro- to nanoscale. KPFM system is very similar to the general AFM system. The electrostatic surface potential is measured by detecting the electrostatic force imparted on a conducting cantilever tip which is mostly caused by the differences in the work function between a tip and the sample. In the standard Kelvin method, two plates, namely a vibrating reference electrode on a cantilever beam and a sample, are aligned to create a capacitor (Figure S3.14). Then, a DC bias is applied between them. By the vibrating reference electrode, an electrical current \( i(t) \) is generated with \( \omega \) the frequency of vibration (equation 3.5).

\[
i(t) = V_{CPD} \omega \Delta C \cos \omega t
\]  

Equation 3.3

where \( \Delta C \) is vibration of capacitance and \( V_{CPD} \) is contact potential difference between two plates. The \( V_{CPD} \) is defined as shown in equation 3.6.

\[
V_{CPD} = \frac{\phi_1 - \phi_2}{-e}
\]  

Equation 3.4

where \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \), and \( e \) is electrical charge of an electron. The \( V_{CPD} \) is varied until the current \( i(t) \) is minimized.
Table S3.1  Summary of the XPS survey of all catalysts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>C (at. %)</th>
<th>O (at. %)</th>
<th>N (at. %)</th>
<th>Cu (at. %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCNO (700)</td>
<td>95.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCNO-BF</td>
<td>93.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCNO-AF</td>
<td>94.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-CNO-BF</td>
<td>98.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-CNO-AF</td>
<td>98.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S3.2  Summary of the XPS high resolution spectra % Area of N 1s and Cu 2p for NCNO (700), Cu-NCNO-BF, and Cu-NCNO-AF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Pyri N*</th>
<th>Cu-N*</th>
<th>Pyrr N*</th>
<th>Grap N*</th>
<th>N-O*</th>
<th>Cu0 *</th>
<th>Cu+1 *</th>
<th>Cu+2 *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NCNO</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCNO-BF</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCNO-AF</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*% area for each nitrogen configuration and copper oxidation state, Pyri N = pyridinic nitrogen, Pyrr N = pyrrolic nitrogen, Grap N = graphitic nitrogen.

The element composition and configurations were consistent in NCNO before and after acid washing.
Table S3.3  ORR parameters for recently reported Cu based nitrogen doped graphene-based catalysts in alkaline electrolyte.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Limiting current density (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>Onset potential (V vs. RHE)</th>
<th>Tafel slope (mV dec⁻¹)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCNO</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-N-Cᵃ</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>¹²⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu SACᵇ</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>¹⁰⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu SACᶜ</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>¹³⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu-NCᵈ</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>¹³¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 wt% Cu-N-Cᵉ</td>
<td>0.1 M KOH</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>¹³²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: support material of each catalyst; (a) ultrathin nitrogenated 2D carbon matrix, (b) graphene oxide (c) nitrogen doped carbon nanotube, (d) nitrogen doped carbon support, (e) 2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP) and silica, (f) ZIF-8.
Figure S3.1  XRD patterns for (a) Cu-CNO-BF, (b) Cu-NCNO-BF, (c) Cu reference peaks.\textsuperscript{133}
Figure S3.2  XPS survey scans.

Figure S3.3  Raman Spectra of CNO, NCNO, Cu-NCNO-BF, and Cu-NCNO-AF.
Figure S3.4 TGA of Cu-NCNO and Cu-CNO before acid washing.

Figure S3.5 CV curve of NCNO in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH.
Figure S3.6  LSV curves (a) Pt/C, (b) NCNO, and (c) Cu-NCNO-BF catalyst obtained at different rotating rates (scan rate = 5 mV/s). (d) K-L plots of current density reciprocal ($J^{-1}$) versus $\omega^{-1/2}$ at different potentials on Cu-NCNO-BF electrode.
Figure S3.7 RRDE (a) Pt/C, (b) NCNO, and (c) Cu-NCNO catalyst obtained at 1600 rpm rotating rate (scan rate = 5 mV/s).
Figure S3.8  AM-KPFM images of Cu-NCNO-BF and Cu-CNO-BF clumps. (a,b) Topography images showing the height of each catalyst, Cu-CNO and Cu-NCNO, respectively. (c,d) Contact potential difference images of the doped CNO clumps.

Figure S3.9  Block diagram of general KPFM system.
4.1 Introduction

Electrocatalytic conversion of emitted CO\textsubscript{2} into valuable chemicals and fuels powered by renewable energy offers a promising route towards reducing carbon emission, storing renewable energy, and leveraging our existing infrastructure.\textsuperscript{43} Substantial research efforts have been devoted for the development of heterogeneous catalysts and electrolyzers for efficient carbon dioxide reduction reaction (CO2RR). Heterogenous catalysts are a critical component in CO2RR, providing active sites for efficient adsorption and structural transformation of CO\textsubscript{2} into C\textsubscript{1} products such as carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH\textsubscript{4}) and formate (HCOO\textsuperscript{-}).\textsuperscript{134, 135} Further reduction of C\textsubscript{1} products into C\textsubscript{2+} hydrocarbons and oxygenates such as ethylene, ethanol, and acetate is generally challenging, due to low concentration of adsorbed CO\textsubscript{2}, short lifetime of adsorbed intermediate species, and sluggish kinetics of carbon- carbon (C-C) coupling.\textsuperscript{136} To overcome this limitation, several parameters need to be controlled such as catalysts, local pH, electrolyzer etc.\textsuperscript{137, 138} At present, copper (Cu) is considered as the most promising catalyst to promote C-C coupling to produce C\textsubscript{2+} chemicals.\textsuperscript{138-140}

Most of the pilot-scale CO2RR electrolyzers use gaseous CO\textsubscript{2} as a feedstock.\textsuperscript{141} One approach is to purge CO\textsubscript{2} gas into electrolyte. This approach is generally limited by low reduction current due to low solubility of CO\textsubscript{2} in aqueous electrolyte.\textsuperscript{142} The second approach is to adopt a gas-diffusion-electrode (GDE) in the electrolyzer. In this configuration, compressed CO\textsubscript{2} gas diffuses through a gas-compartment and a porous GDE to reach a three-phase boundary where CO2RR takes place. Despite the advantage
of high reduction currents, the approach of using gaseous CO$_2$ (typically compressed) as a feedstock is economically incompetent because the release and pressurization of CO$_2$ gas are energetically uphill processes.$^{143}$ The enthalpy ($\Delta H$) of 178.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$ is required to release CO$_2$ gas from upstream CO$_2$ captured solution. Both release and pressurization requires highly endothermic calcination step.$^{144}$

To address this issue, the current study demonstrates the feasibility of utilizing bicarbonate (HCO$_3^-$) as a feedstock. This bicarbonate solution can be transported from an upstream carbon capture process and directly fed into an electrolyzer. At present, only a few studies have been reported with HCO$_3^-$/CO$_3^{2-}$ solution as a feedstock. Dunwell et al. demonstrated that bicarbonate is at a rapid equilibrium with dissolved CO$_2$ and supplied CO$_2$. In the process of bicarbonate electrolysis, bicarbonate serves as an electrolyte, a proton donor, and improves CO2RR rates by increasing the reducible CO$_2$ in the solution.$^{145}$ Silver is one of popular catalysts for bicarbonate reduction and it commonly generates CO.$^{141, 143, 146, 147}$ Silver nanoparticles supported on carbon produced CO with the FE of ~80% at current densities ($J$) of 25 mA cm$^{-2}$.$^{147}$ Zhang et al. reported the bicarbonate conversion into CO by silver catalyst a with the FE of 15% for CO production at current density of 500 mA cm$^{-2}$ at -2.2 V.$^{146}$ A few studies have been conducted on the conversion of bicarbonate with tin (Sn) and bismuth (Bi) catalysts where the formation of formate is dominant.$^{143, 148}$ Tengfei et al. reported that converting bicarbonate to formate on bismuth nanocrystals with FE of 62% at 100 mA cm$^{-2}$.$^{143}$ The FE towards formic acid formation when Sn as the catalyst was 47% in 1.5 M KHCO$_3$ with the saturated CO$_2$.$^{148}$
This work reports the conversion of bicarbonate using copper catalyst supported on carbon paper. Bicarbonate was converted to C1-C2 products using copper electrocatalyst. Bicarbonate electrolysis produced acetate and formate with the total CO2RR faradaic efficiency (FE) of 38 % and H2 with the FE of 27 %. The FE’s of acetate formation and formate formation at -2 V are 32 % and 6 %, respectively. Anodic catalyst, Pt/C, was for the production of protons via hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The protons were transported to catholyte through cation exchange membrane (CEM). In the cathode, bicarbonate becomes protonated to CO2(g) which undergoes CO2RR.
4.2 Results and discussion

Figure 4.1 (a) A flow diagram that shows parallel pathways of (i) CO₂ electrolysis following CO₂ capture and (ii) bicarbonate electrolysis. (b) the expanded view of a bicarbonate electrolyzer. Expanded flow design for the bicarbonate conversion into products. (c) the photographs of (i) titanium flow field (cathode), (ii) stainless-steel flow field (anode), (iii) Pt/C anode, (iv) Cu cathode, (v) cation exchange membrane (CEM).
In alkaline CO$_2$ capture process, caustic soda (NaOH) is used as a CO$_2$ captured materials which offers rapid absorption, producing aqueous (bi)carbonate solutions.$^{149}$ The release of CO$_2$ from the captured solution and pressurization require a lot of energy because of highly endothermic calcination reaction (Figure 4.1a).$^{43}$ Therefore, it is highly desirable to use the concentrated bicarbonate solution directly as the feedstock in the electrolyzer as shown in Figure 4.1(b). The components of our electrolyzer are shown in Figure 4.1(c). One critical component in the electrolyzer is the MEA which is also known as the “zero gap” electrode.$^{150}$ A stainless steel flow plate and a titanium flow plate are designed to deliver humidified hydrogen gas to the anode and 1M KHCO$_3$ to the cathode, respectively.
Figure 4.2 (a) A schematic of the bicarbonate electrolyzer, peristaltic pump, and the flow of the reactants and products. The peristaltic pump delivers both 1M KHCO₃ and 1M KOH at 15 sccm through the cathode flow plate to Cu catalyst and anode flow plate to the anode catalyst, respectively. (b) Diagrammatic representation of the electrolysis process in the electrolyzer. The experimental set up and the workstation have shown in Figure S4.1.

Figure 4.2a is a schematic representation of the electrolyzer. For bicarbonate conversion, 1 M KHCO₃ (pH 8.3) and 1 M KOH (pH 14) served as catholyte and anolyte,
respectively. Both electrolytes are circulated by peristaltic pumps. Pt/C ink was air-brushed on carbon paper support for anode. A thin copper layer (~300 nm) was sputtered on a carbon paper for cathode. After the coating of copper, Nafion ionomer was air-sprayed to provide a hydrophobicity and to enhance the mechanical integrity of the copper layer. Figure 4.2(b) illustrates electrochemical reactions occurring in a two-compartment cell. The anodic and cathodic reactions are shown in equations 4.1 – 4.3. During electrolysis, hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) occurs at the anode. This anode reaction provides protons (H⁺) which diffuse through CEM to the cathode side. At the cathode, bicarbonate combines with H⁺ to generate CO₂, then CO₂RR takes place to generate gaseous and liquid. Equation 4.3 shows concerted proton transfer and electron transfer to produce formic acid.

**Anode (HOR):** \[ 2H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow H_2 \] (0.000 \( V \) vs. \( RHE \)) \hspace{1cm} Equation 4.1\textsuperscript{152}

**Reaction at the membrane:** \[ H^+ + HCO_3^- \leftrightarrow CO_2 + H_2O \] \hspace{1cm} Equation 4.2\textsuperscript{153, 154}

**Cathode (CO₂RR):** \[ CO_2 + 2H^+ + 2e^- \rightarrow HCOOH \] \hspace{1cm} Equation 4.3\textsuperscript{155}

The main idea of this work is performing the experiment in non-CO₂ saturated bicarbonate solution which will practically contain low concentration of CO₂. Typically, the bicarbonate solution acts as an electrolyte which favors CO₂ dissolution and enhances the conductivity of the aqueous solution. However, aqueous bicarbonate is always in equilibrium with dissolved CO₂. Therefore, it is controversial whether the source of cathodic reaction is bicarbonate or CO₂. One potential mechanism for the direct
conversion of bicarbonate to formate is shown in equation 4.4. Indirect conversion of bicarbonate to formate through CO₂ (g) is also possible (equation 4.3).

\[ H^+ + HCO_3^- + 2e^- \rightarrow HCO_2^- + H_2O \]  

Equation 4.4

Figure 4.3 (a) Chronoamperometric curves recorded at fixed potentials under the flow of Ar in 1 M KHCO₃, (b) The FE’s of H₂, formate, and acetate determined from GC and NMR analysis.

Electrochemical performance of copper cathode for bicarbonate reduction was examined by constant-potential electrolysis (chronoamperometry). The potentials of -1.8 V, -2 V, -2.2 V, and -2.5 V were chosen based on linear sweep potentiometric measurements (Figure S4.5). Figure 4.3(a) is the overlaid chronoamperometric curves of reduction current vs time recorded at the fixed potential. In the Cottrell plot of J vs. \(1/t^{1/2}\), the current was not strictly constant for 60 min. After the initial decay of current for the first a few minutes, the current was gradually increased due to surface activation. During the electrolysis, bubble formation was observed. Some of the bubbles remained
on the working electrode, blocking the active sites. The noisy chronoamperometric curves are due to the bubble formation. The FE’s of gaseous products and liquid products were determined by NMR and GC, respectively. These products were quantified using the equations given in the supporting information. Figure 4.3(b) summarizes the FE’s of acetate, formate, and H₂ determined at different potentials. At -2 V, the FE’s of acetate and formate are 32 % and 6 %, respectively.

According to the product analysis by using NMR and GC, acetate and formic acid were observed as liquid products and hydrogen as the only gaseous product. These products were quantified using their respective equations given in the supporting information. Figure 4.3(b) depicts the FE of 31% and 6% for acetate and formate, respectively. Both product formation increases when the potential is negatively shifted from -1.8 V to -2.5 V.

Bicarbonate reduction pathway is highly dependent on local pH. At neutral pH, C1 and C2 products formation channels could share common intermediates. Products are formed via proton transfer and electron transfer. CO₂(g) from the protonation of bicarbonate is adsorbed on Cu surface and reduced to \( \text{CO}_2^+ \) radical ion. Bicarbonate ion serves as an proton donor due to its lower pKa value than H₂O (pKa of H₂O = 14, pKa of HCO₃⁻ = 10.3). According to the results, higher FE of acetate production than that of formate is due to the rapid C-C coupling. A possible mechanism for bicarbonate conversion to acetate and formate is shown in Figure 4.4. In-situ Raman or infrared absorption spectroscopy may track intermediates formed during bicarbonate electrolysis. We also performed bicarbonate reduction with 0.1 M H₂SO₄ (anolyte) instead of 1 M KOH. In this experiment, the maximum current density of -5.2 mA cm² was acquired at -
3.2 V with H₂ as a predominant product. The FEs of H₂ and CO2RR are 70 % and 2 %, respectively. It confirms that when high concentration of protons come to the cathode, it promotes HER and suppresses CO2RR.

![Possible mechanism to form acetic acid and formate during the bicarbonate electrolysis.](image)

**Figure 4.4** Possible mechanism to form acetic acid and formate during the bicarbonate electrolysis.

Based on the liquid and gas products, the possible mechanism for the bicarbonate conversion has been shown in Figure 4.3. The given pathway illustrates after the bicarbonate conversion into CO₂, transformation into products through electrocatalytic steps. Initially, HCO₃⁻ ions from the electrolyte capture protons diffused from the anode. Then, CO₂ forms at the cation exchange membrane and the catalyst interface. As shown in the figure, the first step is adsorption of CO₂ on to the Cu electrode surface and reduced to radical ion. In here, it is believed that these intermediates resided long
lifetime on the copper surface, consequently carbon-carbon bond formation takes place from acetate.

In Table 4.1, the performance of Cu/C is compared with other electrocatalysts reported in literature for CO$_2$ and bicarbonate reduction. Among those, Cu/C electrocatalyst has shown competitive current density and high selectivity for acetate formation.

Table 4.1 Comparison of previous reports and current study on the conversion of bicarbonate/CO$_2$ to acetate and formate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Membrane</th>
<th>Electrolyte</th>
<th>Feedstock</th>
<th>Potential vs. RHE (V)</th>
<th>Current density (mA cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>Faradaic efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDD/Si RA</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>0.5 M NaHCO$_3$</td>
<td>CO$_2$ sat’d</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>~6.5 mA</td>
<td>77.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi/C</td>
<td>BPM</td>
<td>3M KHCO$_3$</td>
<td>CO$_2$ sat’d</td>
<td>-4.00$^a$</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pd/C</td>
<td>AEM</td>
<td>0.5M NaHCO$_3$</td>
<td>CO$_2$ sat’d</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
<td>NF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn-Cor-CP</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>0.1M phosphate buffer (pH=6)</td>
<td>CO$_2$ sat’d</td>
<td>-1.25 vs. Ag/AgCl</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe/N-C</td>
<td>Not given</td>
<td>0.05M KHCO$_3$</td>
<td>CO$_2$ sat’d</td>
<td>-0.5 vs. Ag/AgCl</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu/C</td>
<td>CEM</td>
<td>1M KHCO$_3$</td>
<td>KHCO$_3$</td>
<td>-2.00$^a$</td>
<td>-14.4</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $^a$cell potential, N-doped nanodiamond/Si rod array (NDD/Si RA), bipolar membrane (BPM), anion exchange membrane (AEM), cation exchange membrane (CEM), not found (NF).
4.3 Conclusion

This work demonstrates copper-catalyzed bicarbonate reduction. Bicarbonate was converted to acetate and formate with the total CO2RR faradaic efficiency (FE) of 38 %. The FE’s of acetate formation and formate formation at -2 V are 32 % and 6 %, respectively. Anodic catalyst, Pt/C, was to produce protons via hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR). The protons were transported to catholyte through cation exchange membrane (CEM). Further studies are needed to track intermediate species and to increase the reduction current.

4.4 Supporting information

4.4.1 Experimental methods

4.4.1.1 Preparation of Cu catalyst

Cathodic catalyst material, copper (Cu ~300 nm thick) was deposited onto gas diffusion layers (GDL) (Freudenberg H23, FuelCell store) by a sputter coater (ATC-Orion 5 UHV sputtering system) using 99.995% pure Cu target. The sputtering rate was maintained at 5 nm min⁻¹ with a base pressure of 7.7 x 10⁻⁸ torr. The copper coated GDL was cut into 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm pieces. Then an ionomer solution was prepared by adding 94.5 µL of Nafion (5 wt %, D520 Nafion™ dispersion, FuelCell store) to 3 mL of methanol (99.8%, anhydrous, Sigma Aldrich). Finally, the ionomer solution was airbrushed onto 1.5 x 1.7 cm² area of the sputtered Cu layer until the desired ionomer loading was achieved (~0.5 mgcm⁻²). The final loading of ionomer on the Cu-coated GDL was slightly varied in each airbrushed step and was determined from the electrode
mass before and after the airbrushing. Samples were dried for at least 24 h at room temperature in a vacuum chamber before operation.

4.4.1.2 Preparation of Pt/C anode electrode

To prepare Pt/C ink, 4 mg of Pt/C was added into a mixture of methanol (2 mL) and distilled water (1 mL) with 40 μL of Nafion. Then, the mixture was sonicated for 20 min to make a homogenous mixture. Finally, the ink was air-brushed onto a porous carbon support (Sigracet 39BB) until the required loading (~0.5 mg cm⁻²) was achieved.

4.4.1.3 Flow cell setup

The flow cell has been integrated and consists of the housing, gaskets, anode, and cathode flow field plates, as well as a membrane electrode (MEA; Figure S4.1b, c). The anode and cathode housing were made of polypropylene for delivering the aqueous feedstock to the anode and cathode. The titanium cathode flow plate and the stainless-steel anode flow plate sandwiched the 2.55 cm² MEA. The anode (316 stainless steel) and cathode (grade 2 titanium) flow-field plates (active area = 2.55 cm²) consisted of serpentine channels 1.5 mm wide and 1.5 mm deep with 1 mm ribs. The MEA is coated with Cu/ ionomer as the cathode (1.5 x 1.7 cm), a cation exchange membrane (CEM, 2.5 x 2.5 cm), and Pt/C anode electrode (1.5 x 1.7 cm). A PTFE layer with a window of 2.5 x 1.7 cm was sandwiched between the CEM and the Cu cathode to mask the inactive area of Cu. Then, the entire set-up was sandwiched between the two polypropylene housings screwed in with 4 bolts. The cathodic electrolyte (catholyte) was 50 ml of 1M KHCO₃ solution and the anode electrolyte (anolyte) was 50 ml of 1M KOH. The headspace of the
catholyte was purged with Ar (g) or CO$_2$ (g) at 20 sccm while the headspace of the anolyte flask was purged H$_2$ at 20 sccm. The cathode electrolyte (catholyte) was 50 ml of 1M KHCO$_3$ solution and the anode electrolyte (anolyte) was 50 ml of 1M KOH. The outlets of the cathode and anode compartments were directed separately to each sealed vial for recycling. Electrolyte was used in every set of experiments. Also, the headspace of the catholyte flask was connected to the gas sampling bag to collect gas products for the gas chromatography analysis.

4.4.1.4 Electrochemical test and electrolysis

The electrochemical experiments were conducted with a CHI 660D potentiostate. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSV) were collected under Ar at a scan rate of 20 mVs$^{-1}$ prior to the chronoamperometry measurements. Based on the LSV, the potentials were selected, and all electrolysis were performed by applying a constant potential (chronoamperometry) as -1.8, -2.0, -2.2, and -2.5 V to the working electrode (WE) in a two-electrode flow cell reactor. The electrolysis time was an hour for each potential and during that time, gas samples were collected every 20 minutes and analyzed by the gas chromatography (GC, SIRI). After an hour electrolysis, liquid products were quantified by NMR (400 MHz Brucker Avance NEO). Phenol and DMSO were used as the internal standard for liquid product analysis.
4.4.1.5 Product quantification

4.4.1.5.1 NMR analysis for liquid products

After each electrolysis, the liquid electrolyte was collected to analyze and quantify liquid products by using a 400 MHz Brucker Avance NEO spectrometer. NMR samples were prepared by mixing 600 µL electrolyte with 200 µL D₂O, 10 µL GdCl₃ (7mM) (relaxing agent), and internal standards of 10 µL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, 21 mM) and 20 µL phenol (21 mM). The water suppression method was applied to each sample to increase the visibility of other peaks. All spectra were collected by using 128 scans with a 10 second relaxation delay. Formic acid was quantified based on the integrated peak area of phenol while acetate was quantified by using the integrated peak area of DMSO. The correlation between the internal standards and liquid products was depicted in Figure S6 NMR spectra. The equation S1 and S2 were used to calculate the Faradaic efficiency (FE%) for liquid products.¹⁶²

\[ \text{Faradaic efficiency} = \frac{e_{output} \times 100\%}{e_{input}} \]  
Equation S 4.1

\[ \text{Faradaic efficiency} = \frac{x \times n_e \times F \times 100\%}{I(A) \times t(s)} \]  
Equation S 4.2

where,

\[ e_{output} = \text{the number of electrons in moles supplied for the generation of a specific liquid product (mol)} \]
\( e_{input} \) = a total number of electrons in moles provided to the electrode during electrolysis (mol)

\( x \) = the quantity of a specific liquid product in moles determined by NMR analyses (mol)

\( n_e \) = the number of electrons in mol required to obtain 1 mol of formic acid

\( F \) = Faraday constant (96485.3329 A s mol\(^{-1}\))

\( I \) = The average of chronoamperometric currents recorded during electrolysis (A)

\( t \) = Duration of electrolysis (second)

4.4.1.5.2 Gas chromatography for gas sample analysis

The gaseous products were quantified by gas chromatography (GC, SRI 8610C) with two columns (a silica gel HaySep D as column 1 and a Mole-Sieve 13X as column 2), a thermal conductivity detector (TCD), and a flame ionization detector (FID) interfaced to a methanizer. During electrolysis, gas samples were collected to analyze and quantify gaseous products that were collected in a gas bag. Gas samples (1 ml) were immediately injected into the GC. The FID was used for the analyses of CO, CO\(_2\), and CH\(_4\) using N\(_2\) as the carrier gas (flow rate = 20 ml min\(^{-1}\)) and supplying H\(_2\) to FID/methanizer at a flow rate of 25 ml min\(^{-1}\). The analyses of H\(_2\) used a TCD detector. The oven temperature was maintained at 40 °C for 10 min and then increased to 200 °C using a ramp of 20 °C min\(^{-1}\). Faradaic efficiency for gas products was calculated by using the Equation S4.3 and S4.4.\(^{162}\)
Faradaic efficiency = \( \frac{e_{output} \times 100\%}{e_{input}} \) \quad \text{Equation S 4.3}

Faradaic efficiency = \( \frac{e_{output} \times 100\%}{e_{input}} \) \quad \text{Equation S 4.4}

\( e_{output} \) = the number of electrons in moles supplied for the generation of a specific liquid product (mol)

\( e_{input} \) = a total number of electrons in moles provided to the electrode during electrolysis (mol)

\( x \) = the quantity of a specific liquid product in moles determined by NMR analyses (mol)

\( n_e \) = the number of electrons in mol required to obtain 1 mol of formic acid

\( F \) = Faraday constant (96485.3329 A s mol\(^{-1}\))

\( R \) = the flow rate of carbon dioxide carrier gas (sccm)

\( I \) = The average of chronoamperometric currents recorded during electrolysis (A)

\( V \) = The volume of gas injected into GC (cm\(^3\))

4.4.1.6 Material characterization

4.4.1.6.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

These images were taken on a FEI Helios NanoLab 660 dual beam SEM that utilized a secondary electron with an accelerating voltage from 1kV and a current of 50 pA. The working distance was 4 mm.
4.4.1.6.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis

XRD patterns were acquired using a BRUCKER AXS D8 ADVANCE x-ray diffractometer equipped with CuKα radiation (1.54 Å) LYNXEYE (1D mode) detector with a step time of 1 s, and the increment of 0.01°.

4.4.1.6.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Elemental composition and the chemical states of elements in each sample were analyzed by XPS using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha (α) photoelectron spectrometer. This measurement was conducted by focusing on monochromatic Al K-α radiation (energy of 1486.6 eV) onto a sample. The focused spot size was 400 µm. Each sample was exposed to an electron flood gun to reduce surface charging during XPS measurement. This data was analyzed using an Avantage.Ink software. The analyzed samples were labeled as as-prepared Cu film (as-Cu), Cu film/Nafion ionomer (Cu/Nafion), and after the electrolysis (Cu-after electrolysis).

Figure 4.1c shows each part of the electrolyzer. After stacking these parts, silicon was used to seal everything. The schematic illustration of the whole set up is given in the main text Figure 4.2a. In Figure S4.2, SEM images show the morphology of the carbon support.

The structure of catalyst plays a significant role in determining efficiency and selectivity. Therefore, crystal facets exposed to the reaction interface have an impact on product selectivity. Based on DFT calculations conducted on Cu (100) and Cu(111), Garza et al. reported that the energy barriers of CO dimerization on Cu (111) and Cu(100) are low enough to such that C-C coupling occurs at the initial stage of the
CO2RR. However, there is insufficient information on bicarbonate electrolysis to understand the mechanism of C-C coupling on various Cu facets. In addition to the catalyst morphology, the CO$_2$/HCO$_3^-$, H$_2$CO$_3$/HCO$_3^-$, and HCO$_3^-$/CO$_3^{2-}$ equilibria in aqueous electrolytes are sensitive to (bulk) pH, buffer capacity, and electrolyte (cations and anions). With that, most studies indicate that CO$_2$ is an active species as well as bicarbonate is also proposed as an active species, especially to produce formate. XRD obtained from the electrode before and after electrolysis exhibited clearly crystalline phases of Cu on carbon support (Figure S4.3). Those peaks correspond to Cu (111), Cu (100), and Cu (220). The electrode after the electrolysis did not show any additional peaks related to (bi)carbonate deposition at ~32, ~4, and ~50°.

The basic potentiostate sweep method, linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) in Figure S4.5 was conducted to study the kinetic behavior of the electron transfer process in the bicarbonate electrolyzer. The working electrode potential was swept linearly from -0.6 V to -3.0 V and the current was measured. LSV curves for both before and after electrolysis indicated current decaying at higher potentials. This effect could be due to the mass transport limitation at higher potentials. Also, there was a slight reduction current peak at around -1.2 V. Note that in the presence of air copper can be oxidized to form layers of Cu$_2$O, CuO or Cu(OH)$_2$. The availability of these oxide configurations further confirmed XPS analysis in Figure S4.4. During the electrolysis copper reduction can act as another Faradaic reaction, thereby the total Faradaic efficiencies in Figure 4.3b is lower than that of 100%.
Figure S4.1  Experimental setup in the electrochemical workstation.

Figure S4.2  SEM images (a) carbon support (b) after Cu deposition on the carbon support.
Figure S4.3  X-ray diffractograms of Cu/C electrocatalyst and the carbon support (control).

Figure S4.4  (a) XPS survey spectrum of Cu/C (b) high resolution Cu 2p spectrum.
Figure S4.5  LSVs for Cu/C before and after electrolysis.

Figure S4.6  $^1$H-NMR spectrum of catholyte after electrolysis at -2V for 1 hour. Phenol and DMSO are internal standards. Anolyte 1M KOH and catholyte 1M KHCO$_3$. 
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Chapter 1 of this dissertation addresses the importance and fundamental aspects of electrochemical ORR and CO2RR. Both processes are critical to meet global energy demands and to resolve global warming due to CO₂ emission. For the large-scale commercialization of both processes, electrocatalysts should be highly active, stable and cost-effective.

For ORR, precious metal catalysts are currently used in PEM and metal air batteries to gain the required high current density at low overpotential. One major challenge with precious metal catalysts is to reduce their loading amount while maintaining ORR activity. To date, considerable attention has been paid to the development of alternative electrocatalysts to resolve this challenge. One promising approach is to use heteroatom doped carbon materials as metal-free electrocatalysts. These catalysts have been recognized as promising candidates for ORR catalysis because of their unique surface and bulk properties, high availability of dopants, and environmental friendliness. The introduction of heteroatoms such as N or B, S, P into the surface of carbon materials can modulate surface electronic structures. Furthermore, use of co-dopants such as N and B dual doping can boost ORR performance due to their synergistic interaction. Furthermore, N dopants can act as nucleation sites for metal nanoparticles. The unique interaction between N and supported metal nanoparticle may promote stability and activity of metal nanoparticles. This dissertation reports the detailed study of heteroatom doped carbon materials as electrocatalysts as well as a support for metal catalysts for ORR. This dissertation also covers the electrochemical bicarbonate reduction that is catalyzed by copper-coated MEA.
Chapter 2 reports the effect of doping temperature on varying chemical states of N- and B-doped CNOs. The detailed XPS analysis unveils how chemical states of dopants are influenced by the doping temperature. Also, the dopant atoms, defects and associated chemical structures were identified and located by high-resolution STEM technique. Here, it was challenging to recognize boron atoms using STEM because of their low atomic number. Electrochemical performance test identified NB-CNOs prepared at 700 C as a promising catalyst for ORR compared to other NB-CNOs. In the future, this work may be extended as follows. The experimental results can be combined with theoretical calculations to understand the nature of active sites and adsorption/desorption mechanisms. The ORR activity and onset potentials of NB-CNO(700) can be further tuned by introducing non-precious metal nanoparticles which may generate new catalytic sites.

Chapter 3 reports the study to employ N-doped CNOs to support copper nanoparticles for ORR. Besides the issues of high cost and scarcity, one additional critical limitation of precious metal-based, state-of-the-art catalysts is the lack of stability due to detachment, dissolution, and agglomeration of metal catalysts during prolonged operation. To address these challenges, the use of functionalized carbon materials as support is an attractive approach because it may stabilize metal nanoparticles and reduce the amount of metals loaded in the catalyst. This study reports that N-related defects in NCNO provide nucleation sites for the growth of uniformly distributed copper nanoparticles. XPS, EDS and TEM analyses confirm the presence of Cu-N configuration and Cu nanoparticles as small as 2 nm.
In the future STEM study can be performed to visualize the interface of Cu-N and the distribution of copper nanoparticles. Furthermore, computational studies may shed light on the nature of active sites associated with Cu-N configurations. So as to further improve the activity of NCNO supported copper particles for ORR, copper nanoparticles and Cu-Nx/C environment can be modified. To this end, partial substitution of N in Cu-Nx/C structures with other non-metal elements such as B, P, or S is an interesting research direction. Because ORR activity and stability of Cu-Nx/C catalyst highly related to the metal center species and its coordination environment. In addition to this, designing a bimetallic electrocatalyst using NCNO is an exciting option to further promote the activity. Synergistic two metal elements can alter electronic properties of metals due to the coordinating environment and the interactions between them. Considering the amount of dopants that promote the nucleation of metal nanoparticles, CNOs may be limited because CNOs are relatively ordered with less defects and oxygen functional groups. CNOs can be replaced by more disordered carbon materials or dopants can be incorporated through a bottom-up approach (e.g., the pyrolysis of small hydrocarbon molecules with nitrogen precursor).

Chapter 4 focuses on bicarbonate conversion into valuable products using electrocatalysts and electrolyzers. This is pioneering research to convert bicarbonate feedstock to C2+ products (acetate) with copper catalyst. In this work, sputter coated copper on carbon paper is employed as cathode catalyst while Pt/C on carbon is anode. Nafion was as an ionomer in this work. The ionomer in the electrolyzer is important in enhancing mechanical integrity of catalysts. More importantly, the ionomer greatly influences the local pH near electrode that determine the efficiency and selectivity of
CO2RR. Nafion has sulfonic groups which are highly acidic (pKa ~ -6). In the future work, it is worth exploring different types of ionomers with neutral or basic pKa. This study will shed light on how the local pH affects the efficiency and pathway of CO2RR.

Our current study reveals the limited current density of bicarbonate reduction. One possible origin for this low current density is inefficient hydrogen oxidation at anode that leads to limited conversion of bicarbonate to CO₂ (g) at cathode. In the current flow cell, H₂ gas, a source of hydrogen oxidation, is fed through a field-flow plate and diffuses through the electrolyte to reach anode for hydrogen oxidation. To improve hydrogen oxidation process, mass transport of H₂ can be directly purged into electrolyte for a short travel to the anode.

This work can be extended by combining sputter coated copper with copper nanoparticles or bimetallic catalysts. Both are useful to stimulate CO₂ reduction activity. This catalyst can be air-brushed on to the sputter coated copper on carbon support. In that way the electrode active surface area and CO₂ mass transport can be increased. Also, the composition of bimetallic catalyst can be tuned to reduce the hydrogen evolution reaction while promoting CO₂ conversion. Although our study found the conversion of bicarbonate to acetate and formate, the mechanisms for the products are unclear. In-situ Spectro electrochemical studies will provide valuable information on reaction pathways. For this goal, in-situ Raman measurements and/or surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) can be performed to determine the nature of CO₂ reactants adsorbed on active sites and the temporal formation of intermediate species.
APPENDIX

Copper acetate precursor was used as the precursor for the Cu-NCNO synthesis. XPS survey of copper acetate

Bicarbonate conversion into valuable products using different membranes.

1. Bipolar membrane
   a. Linear sweep voltammogram (LSV)
b. Chronoamperometry (CA) at -1.6, -2.0, -2.4 V.

![Graph showing current density over time for different voltages.]

-1.6 V, -2.0 V, -2.4 V
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Cu(300nm)/C - 1 M KHCO₃

Faradaic efficiencies (FE%) for liquid products only.

c. Faradaic efficiencies (FE%) for liquid products only.
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Cu(300 nm)-1M KHCO₃- FE’s for liquid products
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2. Anion exchange membrane (AEM)

   a. LSV

   ![LSV Graph]

   b. Chronoamperometry at -2.5 and -3 V.

   ![Chronoamperometry Graph]
c. Faradaic efficiencies only for liquid products.
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